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A. ROSS ECKLER
FAITH W. ECKLER
Morristown, New Jersey
GUA guard, guarantee GUB gubernatorial, lugubrious GUC guck GUD gudgeon
GUE guess, rogue, tongue GUF guffaw GUG guggle GUH kieselguhr GUI
guide, disguise GUL gull, regulate GUM gum, legume GUN gun, gunwale
GUO languor, ambiguous GUP guppy GUR gurgle, regurgitate GUS august,
gusty GUT gU[, gutter GUY guy GUZ gunle
GVA dogvane
GWA gangway, wigwam GWE ragweed GWH cogwheel GWI bigwig GWO dog·
wood, ringworm GWR songwriter GWU mugwump
GYB piggyback, gybe GYL strongyle, argyle GYM gym, clergyman GYN gynecology
GYP gyp, gypsy GYR gyrate, panegyric GYV gyve GYZ kok-sag)'z
GZA zigzag
HAA haaf HAB habit, shabby HAC shackle, hack HAD had, shade HAE phaeton,
archaeology HAF shaft, chaff HAG hag, shagg), HAH shah, brouhaha HAl
hair, chain HA] hajji HAK hake, shake, khaki HAL half, shall RAM ham,
shame HAN hand, change, tban HAO chaos, chaotic HAP happen, perhaps
HAlt hard, character HAS has, chase HAT that, what HAU haul, haunt HAV
have HAW' hawser, hawk, shawl HAX panchax HAY hay HAZ hazard, haze
HBA hunchback, touchback HBE deathbed, heath berry HBI highbinder, archbishop
HBL breech block HBO fishbowl, matchbox, neighbor HBR thoroughbred, tooth·
brush HBU bushbuck, flashbulb
HCA watchcase, pushcart
HCL breechcloth, dishclOth
HCO beachcomber
HCR
witchcraft
HDA birthday HDE archdeacon HDI archdiocese HUO touchdown, watchdog RDR
roughdry, withdraw HDU archduke
HEA head, heart HEB hebdomadal, shebang HEC check, hectic HED watched HEE
heed, wheel HEF heft HEG hegemony HEI their HE] hejira HEK hektare,
shekel HEL help HEM them HEN when REO luncheon, theory, theology
HEP shepherd, heptagon HEQ cheque HER here, father, where, there HES
these HET whether, heterogeneous,
HEU heuristic, rheumatic
HEV chevron,
whichever HEW hew, chEW HEX hex, hexagon HEY they
HFA thoroughfare, highfaluting' HFI pathfinder, archliend HFL highllying HFO
pitchfork HFR beach front HFU wishful, faithful
HGO churchgoer, thoroughgoing HGR witchgrass HGU Ilnshgun
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HHA highhanded, bushhammer HHE beachhead, roughhewn HHI hitchhiker HHO
fishhook, roughhouse, withhold
HIA hiatus, phial HIB hibernate, amphibian HIC which HID hide, chide HIE
chief, achieve HIF shift, whiff, chiffon HIG high HIH chihuahua HII bacchii
HIJ hijack HIK hike, shikari HIL while, children HIM him, himself HIN
thing, behind, chin HIO cushion, fashion HIP ship, whip HIR shirr, thirty
IllS this, his
HIT white
HIU lithium
HIV hive, shiver
HIX thixotropic
HIZ rhizome, schizophrenia
HJA highjacker HJO mahjong
HKA babushka HK£ latchkey HKI mutchkin HKY droshky
HLA highland HLE phlegm, athletic HLI flashlight, highlight HLO phlox, chlorine
HLR kohlrabi HLS mahlstick HLU bremsstrahlung HLW buhlwork HLY
highly, thoroughly
HMA birthmark, churchman, mishmash
HME cashmere, catchment
HMI rhythmic,
ohmic HMM ohmmeter HMO fishmonger HMU isthmus
HNA schnapps HNB johnboat HNE rashness HNI technique HNN johnnycake
HNO technology HNU doughnut, beechnut
HOA hoax, hoard, hoarse HOB hob, hobby HOC shock, hockey HOD hod, shou
HOE hoe, shoe, whoever HOF shofar HOG hog, mahogany HOI hoist, echoing
HOJ shoji HOK hokum, choke HOL whole, hold HOM home, whom HON
shone, honesty HOO school, choose HOP hope, chop, shop HOR horse, short
HOS those, whose HOT hot, shot, hotel HOU house, thought, without HOV
shove, hover HOW hoW, show HOX methoxide HOY hoyden, ahoy HOZ
kolkhoz, scyphozoan
HPA marchpane HPE catchpenny, eanhpea HPI linchpin HPL birthplace HPO
catchpole, fishpond HPU jodhpurs
HQU earthquake
HRA thrash, enthrall, bushranger HRE three HRI thrift, shrill HRO through HRS
buhrstone HRU thrust, shrug HRY lachrymal, chrysanthemum
HSA soothsayer, vouchsafed HSE tahseeldar HSH dachshund, ploughshare HSI tahs
iIder, fuschia HSK rathskeller HSM deathsman HSO roughshod, toothsome
HSP strathspey HST withstand
HTA straightaway
HTC nightclub, nightclothes
HTD nightdress
HTE lighter,
tighten HTF frightful HTG nightgown HTH lighthouse, eighth, diphtheria
HTI fighting HTJ night jar HTL sightless ,brightly HTM nightmare HTN
lightness HTO watchtower HTP lightproof HTR ashtray, tightrope HTS
sights, nightshade HTT nighttime HTU bathtub HTW rightwing, tightwad
HTY mighty, eighty
HUA marihuana, lehua, chihuahua HUB hub, chubby HUC chuck, huckleberry HUD
huddle HUE hue HUF huff, shuffle HUG hug, huge HUI euphuism HUJ
thuja HUK chukker HUL hull, hulk HUM human HUN shun, hundred
HUP ketchup HUR church HUS thus, husband, hush HUT hut, shut, chute
HUY schuyt HUZ hunah
HV A hoschvark
HWA thwart, highway, churchwarden HWE northwest, catchweight
HWH bush
whacker, worthwhile HWI fishwife HWO patchwork, catchword
HYA hyacinth, hyaena HYB hybrid HYC phycomycetous HYD hydrangea, hydrogen,
hydrated HYE hyena HYG hygiene HYI shying HYL chlorophyll, shylock
HYM hymn, rhyme HYN shyness HYO rhyolite, hyoscine HYP hyphen, hyper
bola, hypochondriac HYR zephyr, thyroid HYS hysteria, shyster HYT rhythm
HYU brachyuran HYX asphyxiate HYZ kOk-saghyz
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lAB liable, diabolic lAC maniac lAD triad, diadem, myriad IAE mediaeval, diaeresis,
reliquiae IAF taeniafuge lAG diagonal IAH pariah, messiah IAI'liaison, anti.
aircraft IAK diakinesis IAL special, initial lAM diamond, iambic IAN giant.
piano lAO giaour, miaoued lAP diaper IAQ semiaquatic IAR diary, liar lAS
bias, miasma lAT hiatus, initiated, aviation IAU biaural lAX biaxial IAZ
diazine, piazza
IBA ribald lBB ribbon, cribbage IBC ribcage IBE liberty, imbibe IBG ribgrass
lBl ibis, exhibit, uninhibited IBL possible IBN glibness lBO riboflavin IBR
library, vibrate lBS fibs, ribs lBU omnibus, tribune IBW ribwort lBY sibyl
ICA comical, practicable ICC piccolo, hiccough ICE voice, practice ICF flicflac ICH
which ICI icicle, slicing lCK pick, stick ICL icicle, particle ICN picnic ICO
iconoclast, apricot, calico lCR picric acid lCS tics, picnics, troRics lCT picture.
dictate IGU ridicule, particular lCW colicweed ICY icy, juicy
IDA didactic, Friday lDB midbrain, tidbit IDC midcourse IDD middle IDE side,
consider, decide lDG bridge, ridge IDH maidhood lOI riding, gridiron IDL
idle, midland IDM midmost IDN midnight IDO idol, widow, alJtidote IDP
midpoint IDR midriff IDS amidships IDT midtown, midterm lDU residue.
fiduciary lOW midway, midwife lDY tidy
IEB piebald lEC piece lED died, tried IEF fief, chief, belief lEG siege, variegated
IEH diehard lEI hieing, pixieish IEK shriek lEL shield, yield, field IEM
requiem lEN friend, science IEP pieplant IER soldier IES tries, species lET
quiet, society lEU lieutenant lEV believe, sieve lEW view, review lEY skiey
IEZ frieze
IFA bifarious, artifact IFE life, knife IFF difficult, different IFl artificial IFL rifle.
stifle IFO bifocal IFR saxifrage, septifragal lFS motifs 1FT drift, Iifl, fifty
IFU beautiful, centrifugal lFY crucify, rectify
IGA bigamy, brigand 1GB pigboat IGE tiger. pigeon IGF pigfish IGG bigger, giggle
IGH high, light, right IGI rigid, digit IGL igloo IGM pigment, stigma, big
mouth IGN sign, foreign IGO vigor, bigot, demigod IGP pigpen IGR digress,
migrate lGS pigs IGT pigtail IGU iguana, figure, intrigue IGW wigwam. pig.
weed, bigwig IGY effigy, prodigy IGZ zigzag
IHA jihad IHE dihedral, perihelion, clerihew IHl annihilate, malihini lHO bi·
hourly, likelihood IHR ihram IHU marihuana, chihuahua IHY dihybrid
IIC foliicolous lID saturniid IIF coraciiform lIN skiing 1I0 triiodothyronine lIS
obiism, skiis
IJA hijack, jipijapa I]K rijksdaaler IJO bijou, demijohn, skijoring IJU bijugate,
marijuana
IKA swastika, troika, paprika lKD sheikdom IKE like, strike lKH sheikh IKI like
ing, striking lKN antiknock lKO ikon lKR mikron IKT diktat IKU haiku
IKW haikwan
ILA dilate, milady lLB sailboat, filbert, mailbox lLC sailcloth, oilcloth ILD children
ILE while lLF pailful, milfoil ILG bilge, tailgate lLH railhead, silhouette
ILl boiling ILK milk ILL will, still ILM film, mailman lLN kiln ILO pilot.
silo, kilogram ILP sailplane ILR railroad ILS pails ILT silt, built ILU dilute
ILV silver ILW railway ILY family ILZ capercailzie"
IMA animal 1MB limb, timber, thimble IMC gimcrack IME sometimes. time IMF
brimful, flimflam IMI timid, limit 1M] jimjams IML dimly. aimless IMM sim
mer IMN limn, chimney, dimness IMO alimony, timorous IMP important, sim·
pIe IMR primrose, rimrock lMS himself lMU simulate, azimuth, minimum
lMW dimwit IMY slimy, grimy
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INA finally INB inbred, inboard INC since, include IND find, behind, kind INE
line, business, nine INF inform ING being, anything INH inhale, inhabit, in
human INI lining, finish INJ injure, inject INK think INL inlet, certainly
INM inmate, inmost INN inn, inner INa minor, inopportune INP input,
drainpipe, brainpower INQ inquest, inquire INR inroad INS against, insist
INT into, point, interest
INU minute, continue
INV invent
INW inward
INX sphinx, minx INY tiny, briny INZ winze
lOA radioactive lOB niobium, radiobroadcast laC diocese, idiocy, ratiocination laD
diode, period, iodine 10E dioecious, radioed, mustachioed 10F semiofficial, bio
lOG biography
IOH bioherm
101 cardioid
IOL biology, violet
flavonoid
10M axiom, biometry ION nation, condition lOP biopsy, diophantine lOR
diorama lOS biosphere, otiose lOT iota, idiot, riot IOU various, curious IOV
audiovisual, biovular, labiovelar lOX dioxide IOZ heliozoan
IPA riparian IPB hipbone, shipboard IPC ripcord, slipcover IPE ripe, stripe IPF
shipfitter IPH caliph, cipher, siphon IPI insipid, piping IPJ skipjack IPK
slipknot IPL whiplash, triplet IPM shipment, chipmunk IPN dipnoan IPO
tripod, adipose, dipole IPP stipple IPR riprap, omnipresent IPS trips, slipshod
IPT tiptoe, receipt IPU manipulate, stipulate IPW shipwreck IPY shipyard
IQU liquid, piquant
IRA irate, miracle IRB hairbrush, airborne IRC circus, circle IRD bird, gird IRE
fire, direction, desire IRF airfield IRG dirge, fairground IRH airhead, stair
head IRI iris, wiring IRK irk, firkin IRL girl, whirl IRM firm IRN dirndl,
hairnet IRa iron IRP airplane, hairpin IRQ cirque IRR mirror, cirrus IRS
first IRT squirt, thirty IRU virus IRV clairvoyant IRW fairway, stairway
IRY wiry, hairy IRl mirza
ISA disabled, sisal ISB misbehave ISC discover ISD wisdom, misdeed ISF misfit,
misfortune ISG misgiving, disgust ISH wish, fish lSI vision, exercising ISJ
misjudge ISK brisk, whisk ISL island ISM dismay, nationalism ISM misnomer
ISO bison, poison, isosceles ISP crisp, dispute ISQ misquote, risque ISR misread,
disrespect ISS miss, issue 1ST mister, listen, distance ISU misuse ISV misvalue,
misadventure ISW miswrite, trelliswork ISY daisy
ITA vital, indubitable, litany ITB spitball, titbit ITC itch, stitch lTD sitdown ITE
white, write ITF fitful, spitfire ITG zeitgeist, guitguit ITH with, either ITI
condition, writing, critical ITJ straitjacket ITL witless ITM litmus, titmouse
ITN witness, jitney ITO piton, mosquito ITR citrus, arbitrary ITS its, itself
ITT little, sitting ITU furniture, liturgy, situation ITW nitwit ITY city ITZ
spitz, kibitz, blitzkrieg
IUJ jiujitsu IUM tedium, helium, triumph IUN triune, aliunde IUP wickiup IUR
diuretic, diurnal, demiurge IUS radius, genius
IVA rival lVE receive, give IVI giving, divide IVa ivory IVR livre IVS shivs
lVU rivulet, divulge IVV flivver, skivvy, chivvy IVY ivy
IWA taxiway, williwaw IWE triweekly IWI kiwi, bailiwick IWO polliwog, handiwork
IXA fixative IXE fixed IXF sixfold IXI fixing IXM sixmo IXO quixotic IXP
sixpence IXS sixscore IXT fixture, sixteen IXY pixy
IYA sukiyaki lYE semiyearliy
IZA lizard, bizarre IZB whizbang IZC vizcacha IZE realize IZG fizgig IZI sizing
IZM gizmo IZO vizor, rhizome, horizon IlS vizsla IZU seizure IZY diZ)'gotic
IlZ blizzard, drizzle, dizzy
JAB jab JAC ejaculate, adjacent, flapjack JAD jaded JAE jaeg~r JAG jagged
JAR rajah, hallelujah JAI jail JAK muntjak JAL jalopy, jalousie JAM jam,
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pajama, jamboree JAN janitor, jangle .lAP jape, .iaponica JAR jar, ajar J AS
jasper, jasmine JAT jato JAU jaunt, jaunetice JAV javelin JAW jaw JAY
jay J AZ jazz
JEA jealous JEC reject, project JEE jeer JEH jehad, jehu JEJ jejune JEL jelly
JEN jenny .lEO jeopardy JEP cajeput JEQ jequirity JER jerk, jersey JES
jest, majeS(y JET jet, jetty JEU force majeure JEW jewel
JIB jib, jibe .lID masjid JIF jiffy JIH jihad JIK moujik JIL jilt JIM jimmy,
jimsonweed JIN jingle, jink JIP jipijapa JIR hejira lIS shojis JIT jitney,
jitter JIU jiujitsu JIV jive
]]1 hajji
JKS rijksdaaler
JOA joannes
JOB job
JOC jocular, jockey
JOD jodhpurs
JOE joey, banjoes
JOG jog JOH john boat, johnnycake JOI join, joint JOK joke JOL .jolly, jolt
JON jonquil JOR major JOS jostle JOT jot JOU joust, journey, journal
JOV jovial Jaw jowl, JOY enjoy
.TUA marijuana JUB jubilant JUD judge, judo, judicial JUG jug, juggJe, conjugal
.lUI juice JUJ jujitsu, jujube JUK jukebox JUL julep JUM jump, jumble
JUN jungle, junk, junction JUP jupon, cajuput JUR jury, conjure, injure JUS
just, adjust JUT jut, jute JUV juvenile, rejuvenate JUX juxtapose
KAB remarkable, unthinkable KAC backache KAD blockade, lackadaisical KAE leu
kaemia KAF kaffeeklatsch. kafir KAG blockage, wreckage KAH hookah, alkahest
KAI kainite, kaiser KAJ kinkajou KAK kakapo KAL jackal, alkali KAM
kame, kamikaze, blackamoor KAN bng-aroo, askance KAO kaolin KAP kapock,
okapi KAR karst, tankard, karate KAS polkas, jackass KAT katydid KAU
kauri KAV kava KA W walkaway KAX pickaxe KAY kayak KAZ kamikaze,
kazoo
KBE blackberry, workbench
KBI backbite,
KBA kickback, porkbarrel, blackball
blackbiret, duckbill KBL inkblot KBO backbone, blackboard, checkbook KBR
backbreaking, crackbrained KBU blockbuster
KCA crankcase, bJackcap, bookcase KCH backchat, cockchafer KCI dickcissel KCL
sackcloth KCO blackcock KCR backcross. cockcrow, bookcraft
KDA jacketaw, workday KDO backdoor, knocketown
KEA likeable, speakeasy KEB jukebox, strikebreaker KEC keck, smokechaser KED
looked KEE keep, keen, parakeet KEF wakeful KEG keg KEH stokehold, rake
hell, okeh KEI skein KEJ smokejack KEL yokel, kelp, nickel, likely KEM
brakeman, leukemia KEN ken, chicken, token KEO takeout KEP skeptic, kepi
KER broker, baker KES takes KET socket. market KEU makeup KEV kevel
KEW skew, pokeweed, likewise KEX kex KEY key, monkey, donkey
KFA breakfast KFE blackfellow KFI backfire, backfill KFL blackfly KFO workfolk
KFR breakfront KFU IrankIurter, thankful
KGA backgammon KGO gingko KGR background KGU blackguard
KHA khaki, backhanet KHD sheikhdom KHE blackhead, bulkheaet KHI khidmatgar
KHL sheikhly KHO stockholder. blockhouse, sinkhole
KIA funkia, skiagram KIB kibitz KIC kick KID kid, skid, kietney KIE skies KIF
skiff KII skiing KIJ skijoring- KIL kill. skill KIM skim KIN talking, kind
KIa kiosk KJP skipper, kipper KIR kirk, skirl, fakir KIS kiss KIT kitlen,
kitchen KIU wickiup KIV kiva, skiver KJW kiwi KIY sukiyaki
KJA blackjack, lockjaw KJO stockjobber
KKA ekka, pukka KKE bookkeeper. trekkeet
hokku

KKJ brickk,iln

KKN

jacknife

KKU
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KLA necklace KLE ankle, wrinkle KLI blacklist KLO folklore, backlog KLU lack
luster KLY quickly, weekly
KMA workman, blackmail, checkmate KME embankment KMO folkmoot
KNA knave, knack KNE knee, knew, weakness KNI knife, knight, knit KNO know
KNU knuckle, knurl
KOA koala, skoal KOB kobold KOC leukocyte KOE pekoe KOF kickoff KOH
kohlrabi KOK bangkok KOL cuckold KOM drunkometer KON reckon, beckon
KOO cuckoo KOP kopeck, leukopenia KOR hickory KOS kosher, shakos KOT
koto, leukotic KOU blackout, knockout KOV walkover KOW kowtow
KPE workpeople KPI stickpin, duckpin, cockpit KPL bookplate, sparkplug KPO
crackpot KPR slOckproof
KRA buckram, muskrat, okra KRE bookrest, rackrent, checkrein KRI krill, kris KRO
cockroach KRU bankrupt KRY krypton
KSA bucksaw, quicksand KSB hawksbill KSC corkscrew KSD rijksdaaler KSE book
seller KSF forksful KSG thanksgiving KSH bookshelf, buckshot, workshop KSI
quicksilver KSK buckskin KSL backslide KSM marksman, blacksmith KSN
blacksnake, jacksnipe KSO milksop KSP backspin, larkspur KST lockstitch,
bookstall KSU cocksure KSW backswept, backsword KSY folksy
KTA worktable, cocktail KTH breakthrough KTI tektite, sticktight, necktie KTO
plankton, bucktooth KTR backtrack
KUC kuchen
KUD kudo, kudzu
KUL skull, ukulele, skulk
KUM
KUA skua
oakum, kumquat, bunkum KUN skunk KUP pickup, breakup KUR kurtosis
KUS ruckus
KVA kvass
KWA awkward, breakwater, parkway KWE neckwear, chickweed KWH buckwheat
KWI clockwise KWO clockwork, silkworm. backwoods
KYA backyard, brickyard KYB skyborne KYC skycoach, skycap KYD alkyd KYE
skyey KYL skylark, alkyl, skyline KYM kymograph KYO cockyolly KYP kyph
osis KYR skyrocket KYS skyscraper, skysail KYT kyte KYW skyward, skywriting
LAA salaam, laager LAB elaborate LAC place, black LAD lad. blade, glad LAE
formulae, aureolae, spelaean LAP pilaf LAG lag, !lag, village LAH allah, shillalah
LAI laid, flair LAK lake, flake LAL echolalia, balalaika LAM lamb, blame, slam
LAN land, plant LAP slap, flap, clap LAQ plaque LAR lark, dollar, large
LAS last LAT late LAU flaunt, laugh LAV slave, lava, flavor LAW law, flaw,
lawn LAX flax, relax LAY lay, play LAZ blaze, lazy. glaze
LBA coalbag, bulbar LEB albeit, mulberry LBI coalbin LBL chilblain, trailblazer
LBO bellboy, billboard, mailbox. elbow LBR hellbroth LBS bulbs LBU albumen
LCA inculcate, cavalcade LCE ulcer. dulcet LCH filch, alchemy LCI calcium, dulci
mer LCK talcky LCL small clothes, talclike LCO welcome. alcove, falcon LCR
fulcrum LCS calcspar LCT mulct LCU talcum LCY halcyon, colonelcy
LDA milldam, baldachin LDH childbirth LDC wildcat LDE colder, elder LDF
wildfire, holdfast, goldfish LDH childhood, baldhead LDI soldier, building LDL
childlike, wildlife, boldly LDM weldment LDN baldness LDO bulldog, seldom
LDP baldpate, fieldpiece LDR children, doldrums. cauldron LDS holds LDT
veldt LDU holdup, skulduggery LDW wildwood. fieldwork
LEA least, leave, please LEB plebian, celebrate, anklebone LEC select LED led,
knowledge LEE flee, bleed, leech LEF lefL, cleft LEG college, legal LEH sin
glehanded, molehill LEI leisure, sleight LE] applejack LEK lek LEL ukulele,
parallel LEM lemon, gentleman. blemish LEN blend, relent LEO leonine,
leopard LEP slept, telephone LEQ harlequin LER alert LES less LET letter,
complete LEU leukemia, linoleum LEV level, levy, relevant LEW lewd, needle-
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work LEX perplex, complex, lexicon LEY valley
LFA alfalfa, olfactory, sulfate LFB halfback LFE pilfer LFF wolffish LFH selfhood,
halfhearted LFl shellfire, selfish LFL gallHy, selfless LFO mallormed LFP half
penny LFR belfry, bullfrog, wolfram LRS selfsame LFT halftone, delftware,
twelfth LFU skillful LFW halfway LFY gulfy
LCA algae, amalgam, woolgathering LGE bulge LGH nylghai LGl bulging LCL
pteroylglutamic acid LGO algorithm LGR pilgrim LCU fulgurite LGY bulgy
LHA foolhardy, keelhaul THE railhead, bullheaded LHO silhouette, bellhop
LIA liable LIB liberty LIC public, police LID lid, slide, glide LIE lie LIF life,
lift, cliff LIG light, religion LIH likelihood LII nauplii LIK like LIL lily,
lilt, lilac LIM limit, preliminary LIN line, filling LIO lion, million LIP lip,
clip, slip LIQ liquid, clique LIR flirt LIS list LIT little LIU helium, beryl.
lium LIV live, sliver, livid LIW polliwog, bailiwick, williwaw LIX elixir, pro
lixity LIZ civilization, realize, blizzard
LJO killjoy
LKA alkaline, polka, walkaway LKE walker, tollkeeper, silken LKF talkfest LKH
bulkhead, elliliound LKI talking LKL folklore, balkline LKM folkmoot, milk·
maid LKO walkover, walkout LKS folks, milksop LKT folktale LKU walkup
LKW silkworm, walkway, milkweed LKY balky
LLA dollar LLB billboard, tollbooth, gallbladder LLC hellcat LLD bulldog, milldam
LLE collect, taller LLF skillful, bullfrog LLG tollgate LLH bellhop, hellhound
LLI calling, million, collide LLJ killjoy LLJ tollkeeper LLM hallmark, bellman
LLN tallness LLO follow, ballot LLP ballpark, bullpen, bell pull LLR millrace,
ballroom LLS balls LLT telltale LLU allude LLW hallway, bullwhip, bell
wether LLY fully, especially
LMA almanac LMB psalmbook LMD filmdom LME calmed, palmetto, ailment LMI
fulminate, almighty LML calmly LMM embalmment LMN calmness LMO al
most LMS alms, elms, helmsman LMU hypothalmus, talmud LMY filmy, balmy
LNA ulna
LNE tallness
LNI alnico
LNO ulnoradial, malnourished
LNS kilns
LNU malnutrition, walnut
LOA load, float, loan LOB lobe, lobster LOC lock, locate LOD lode, plod LOE floe,
loess LOF loft LOG log, clog, logical LOH holohedral, aloha LOI loin, loiter
LO] slojd LOK bloke LOL loll, lollipop LOM aplomb LON alone, long
LOO look LOP slope, plop LOQ loquacious, colloquial LOR color, lore, floral
LOS close, lost LOT lot, cloth, plot LOU cloud, loud LOV love, glove, clover
LOW low, fellow, below LOX phlox, lox LOY alloy, employ, loyal LOZ lozenge
LPA ballpark, culpable LPE helper LPF helpful LPH dOlphin, sulphur LPI help
ing, alpine LPL helpless LPM helpmate LPO malposition LPR culprit, shell·
proof, malpractice LPS helps, gulps LPT sculptor LPU bellpull LPW pulp
wood LPY pulpy
LQA catafalque
LRA millrace, kohlrabi LRE already LRI alright LRO ballroom, railroad LRU
walrus LRY jewelry, cavalry
LSA balsam, failsafe, coalsack
LSC foolscap
LSE else, false, pulse
LSF shovelsful
LSC palsgrave LSH welsh, generalship LSI pulsing, palsied LSK sealskin LSM
bailsman LSN pilsner LSO also LSP tailspirr, allspice, wellspring LST bolster,
hailstone LSW smallsword LSY palsy
LTA altar LTB faltboat, saltbox LTC saltcellar LTE halter, melted LTF faultfind
ing
LTH although, health LTI halting, altimeter LTL guiltless LTM volt·
meter LTO altogether LTP saltpeter LTR paltry, maltreat LTS kilts, salts
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I...TU culture, vulture I...TW saltworks, meltwater I...TY guilty I...TZ waltz
LUA valuable LUB lubricate, club, blubber LUC luck, cluck, lucid LUD include
LUE blue, value, clue LUF fluff, bluff LUG lug, plug, slug LUI fluid, sluice
LUJ halielujah LUK fluke LUI... lull, lullaby LUM lumber, plump, illuminate
LUN lunch, plunge, lunar LUO fluorine, superfluous LUP lupine LUR lurid,
plural, lure LUS lust, collusion LUT lute, flute LUV effluvium, aUuvium LUX
luxury, flux LUY toluyl
I... VA solvable, sylvan, galvanic LVE silver, halved, valve I... VI solving, revolving I... va
salvo I... VU valvular I...VY shelvy
LWA hallway, always, railway LWE bellwether LWH bullwhip LWI tailwind LWO
devilwood, bellwort, wheelwork I...WR wheelwright
LYA coalyard, halyard, bellyache LYB 'molybdenum, polybasic LYC glycerin, lyceum
LYD polydipsia
LYE lye
LYF gillyflower, jellyfish
LYG polygon, polygamy
LYH polyhedron, hoUyhock I...YI lying, flying LYL slyly, polylingual I...YM
lymph I...YN lynch, lynx, polynomial I...YO flyover, lyonnaise LYP polyp, poly
phonic
I...YR lyre, lyric
I...YS alyssum, cataclysmic, polysyllable
I...YT paralytic
LYU polyunsaturated I...YV polyvinyl I... YW plywood I...YX calyx I...YZ analyze,
paralyze
LZA colza LZI capercailzie LZY schmalzy
MAA wadmaal
MAB formable, aimable
MAC mace, machine
MAD made, mad
MAE maelstrom, chimaera r"fAF mafia, permafrost MAG magic, imagine MAH
tomahawk, mahogany, mahout MAl remain MA] major, majesty MAK make
MAL small, animal MAM mammal, mammoth MAN man, many, demand MAP
map, maple MAQ maquis MAR remark, marry MAS master MAT matter, ma
terial MAU mauve, maudlin, maul MAV maverick MAW maw, mawkish MAX
maximum MAY may, mayor MAZ amaze, mazurka
MBA embargo, armband, imbalance MBB dumbbell MBD lambdoid MBE number,
remember MBF dumbfound MBH thumbhole MBI combine, ambition MBK
lambkin, thumbkin MBL crumble, amble, dumbly MBM entombment MBN
thumbnail, dumbness MBa embody MBP bombproof, thumbprint MBR em
brace, membrane, cambric MBS combs, thumbscrew MBT thumbtack MBU
imbue, humbug, ambulance MBW dumbwaiter MBY namby·pamby
MCA tomcat MCE emcee MCH armchair MCI circumcise MCO tomcod, circum
columnar, broomcorn MCR gimcrack
MDE novemdeciIIion MDR humdrum, gumdrop MDU dumdum
MEA meant, meat MEB somebody, homebred MEC mechanic MED formed, medical
MEE meet, meek MEF tumefacient, shamefaced MEG megaphone MEH some
how MEl meiosis, vermeil MEK limekiln, gamekeeper MEL melt, melody, smell
MEM remember MEN development, moment MEa someone MEP flameproof,
mephitic MEQ ramequin MER summer, farmer MES names MET met, some
thing MEU emeu, comeuppance MEV primeval MEvV mew, somewhere MEX
cimex, remex MEY homey MEZ meuanine, intermezzo
MFE circumference MFI discomfiture, rim fire MFL flimflam, circumflex MFa com
fortable MFR comfrey MFl! brimful MFY comfy
MGU slumgullion MGY circumgyration
MHA farmhand, hamhanded MHE drumhead MHO farmhouse
MIA amiable, miasma MIB mib, demibastion MIC mice, microscope, pumice MID
middle, midnight, amid
MIE enemies, stymie, mien MIF miffed, vermiform
MIG might, migrate MIH semihumorous MIJ demijohn MIK mike, mikado,
kamikaze MIL family, mile MIM mimic, mimeograph MIN mind, becoming
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MIO thennionic MIP semipro, primipara MIQ semiquaver, miquelet Mdt
mirth, mire, miracle MIS miss, promise MIT admit MIU osmium, chromium
MIV semivowel, vermivorQus MIW semiweekly MIX mix MIY semiyearly MIZ
maximize, mizzenmast
MJA jimjams, circumjacem MJE ramjet
MKH gymkhana
MLA farmland MLE gimlet, hamlet, aimless MLI drumlin, gremlin, hemline MLO
circumlocution MLY wannly
MMA mammal, command, immaterial MME comment, summer MMH krummhorn
MMI dimming MMO immobile MMU immune, ammunition MMY clammy
MNA gymnasium, remnant, hymnal MNB hymnbook MNE dimness, amnesia, amnesty
MNI omnipotent, amniotic MNL solemnly MNO gymnopedic, somnolent MNS
condemns MNU alumnus MNY calumny
MOA moan, moat MOB mob, mobile MOe smock, hammock MOD model MOE
amoeba, thermoelectric MOF mofette MOG homogenous, smog, mogul MOH
mohair
MOl moist
MOJ thennojunction
MOK smoke
MOL mold, mole
MOl\1 moment, thermometer MON montb, money, among MOO smooth, moon
MOP mop. mope MOQ moquette MOR more, morning MOS most, almost
MOU mouth, amount MOV move MOW mow MOX flummox, moxie MOY
shamoy MOZ mozzarella, homozygote
MPA company MPB humpback, lampblack MPe campcraft MPE compel, tamper
M~F campfire, lumpfish MPH amphibian, emphatic MPI umpire, limpid, impiety
MPL employ, complete, simple
MPM encampment
MP,K pumpkin, bumpkin
MP'~ dampness MPO compose, important MPP lamppost MPR impress, im
prov~ MPS limps, campstool MPT empty, attempt MPU amputate, campus, im
pulse' MPY bumpy
MQU kumquat
MRS comrade MRE circumrenal, armrest MRO shamrock, steamroller, ramrod MRU
rumrunner MRY bottomry
MSA memsahib MSB gemsbok, almsbason MSe circumscribe MSD doomsday MSE
damsel, himself MSG almsgiver MSH camshaft, ramshackle MSI whimsical
MSK numskull MSM helmsman MSO damson MSP circumspect MSS brems
strahlung MST farmstead, hamster, hemstitch MSU swimsuit MSW almswoman
MSY whimsy
MTH wannth MTI tomtit, ram til MTO tomtom MTR amtrack
MUe much MUD mud, muddle MUE muezzin MUF muff, muffler MUG mug.
smuggle, smug MUJ mujik MUK mukluk MUL mull, mule, multiple MUM
maximum, mumble, mumps MUN mundane, municipal MUO muon MUR
mural, murder, femur MUS must, amuse MUT mute, commute, mutual MUU
muumuu MUZ muzzle
MVA circumvallate MVE circumvent MVI triumvirate MVO cil'cumvolution
MWA tramway MWE gromwell MWI dimwit MWO teamwOl'k
MYA fannyard Mye mycosis, mycelium YMD mydriasis ?-.JYE myelin ~1YG amyg
dala MYI jimmying MYL amyl MYN mynah, mynheer MYO myopic MYR
myrrh, myrtle MYS myself, mystery MYT myth MYW armywonn MYX myxo
mycete
MZA hamza
NAB nab, unable NAC snack. nacelle NAD nadir, inadmissible NAE alumnae, anae
sthetic NAF unaffected, pinafore NAG nag, snag NAH mynah, savannah NAI
nail, unaided, snail NAK snake, naked Ni\L finally, national NAM name, un-
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ambitious NAN inane, banana, pennant NAP nap, snap, nape NAR narrow
NAS nasty, unasked NAT nation, natural NAU nautical, unauthenic NAV navy
NAW unaware, gnaw NAX monaxial, chronaxie NAY nay NAZ monazite, snazzy
NBA finback, pinball, unbaptized NBE unbend, unbeliever NBI unbidden NBL un·
hlock NBO unborn, bonbon NBR unbreakable, inbred NBU unbutton, un
huried
NCA uncanny NCE once, chance, since NCH branch, inch NCI dancing, conciliate
NCL uncle, include NCM blancmange NCO uncommon, incorporate NCR un
critical, uncross N<;;S francs, charabancs NCT unctuous, function NCU uncut,
concur NCY fancy
NDA undamaged NDB windbreak, handball, bandbox NDC handcar, handcuff NDE
under, wonderful, indeed NDF windfall NDG sandglass, windgall, landgrave
NDH landholder, bondholder NDI finding, condition NDJ windjammer NDK
handkerchief NDL handle, bundle NDM windmill, landmark, sandman NDN
blandness NDO window, undoing NDP windpipe, sandpaper NDQ hindquar
tets NDR hundred, undress NDS friends, finds NDT wind tight NDU endure,
industry NDvV sandwich, bandwagon, windward NDY windy, candy NDZ rend
zina
NEA near NEB inebriated, nebulous NEC necessary, neck NED lined, rained NEE
knee, need
NEF ineffectual, nefarious
NEG neglect, negate
NEH bonehead
NEI neither, neighbor NEK nekton NEL channel NEM nemesis, enemy, unem
ployed NEN unenforceable NEO neon, neophyte NEP nephew, inept NEQ
unequipped, inequality NER inner, corner, general NES business, lines NET
net, ninety NEU neutral, lineup NEV never NEW new NEX next, annex,
inexact NEY money NEZ pince-nez
NFA infallible, fanfare NFE confer, infest NFl confine, unfit, bonfire NFL inflate,
conflict NFO conform, il~formation NFR infrequent, infract NFU confuse, un
fulfilled
NGA hangar, ungathered NGB songbird NGC longeloth, kingcraft NGD kingdom,
wrongdoer
NGE ingenious, anger, change
NGF wrongful, kingfisher
NGH
gingham, longhorn NGI engine NGK bangkok, gingko NGL single NGM
hangman NGN hangnail, wrongness NGO hangover, ingor, tango NGP kingpin,
gangplank NGR congress, angry NGS rings NGT strength NGU language,
tongue, engulf NGW gangway, Iongwinded NGY tangy
NHA inhale NHE inherent, unhealthy NHf inhibit, unhindered NHO inhospitable,
unhonored NHU inhuman, unhurt NHY unhygenic, unhyphenated
NIA zinnia, denial NIB nib, nibble, cannibal NIC nice, nickel NID snide NIE com
panies, pennies NIF kniIe, uniform NIG night, benign NIH annihilate Nil genii
NIJ unijugate NIK beatnik, manikin NIL nil, unilateral NIM animal, unim
portant NIN nine, morning NIO onion, opinion NIP snipe, turnip NIQ
unique, iniquity NIR unironed, nirvana NIS finish NIT ammunition, knit
NIU genius, uranium NIV snivel, knives NIX phoenix NIY guberniya NIZ
harmonize, denizen
NJA popinjay NJE inject, conjecture NJI basenji NJO enjoy, banjo NJU injure
NKA tankard NKB inkberry, bankbook NKC crankcase NKE thinker, blanket NKF
thankful, frankfurter NKG ginkgo NKH sinkhole, bunkhole NKI thinking
NKL blankly, thankless NKM brinkmanship NKN unknowable, penknife NKO
drunkometer NKP stinkpot NKR bankrupt NKS banks, thanks NKT plank
ton NKU bunkum NKW inkwell, stinkweed NKY cranky
NLA unlawful, inlay
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unlucky NLY only, certainly
NMA unmade. inmate NME government NMI unmitigated, enmity NM'O unmodi
fied, inmost NMU unmusical NMY nonmythical
NNA innate, annals NNE inner, connect, manner NNH innholder NNI tennis, inn
ing NNK innkeeper NNO innocent, cannot NNS banns. inns NNU innuendo,
annual NNY funny, penny
NOA monoacid NOB knob, nobody, noble NOC knock, nocturnal NOD nod. node
NOE canoe. manoeuvre
NOF pianoforte, inoffensive
NOG monogamy, nog
NOH monohydric NOI noise NOL knoll, monologue NOM nominate, nomad
NON none. cannon NOO noon. snoop, noose NOP canopy. unopened, inoper
able NOR ignore. nor, north NOS nose. pianos NOT not, another NOU
enough NOV novel, renovate NOW know, now NOX noxious, equinox NOY
annoy NOZ nozzle
NPA unpaved NPE unperturbed NPF hasenpfeffer NPH unphiIosophic NPI un
pierced NPL unplanned, unpleasant NPO gunpowder, unpolished NPR unpre
pared. unpredictable NPS nonpsychic NPU unpublished. unpunished
NQU inquire, conquest
NRA unraised, unratified NRE unrealized, unreliable NRH 'Unrhymed NRI unrip
ened, unrinsed NRO unromantic, enroll NRU unruly. unruffled NRY weapon
ry, citizenry
NSA insane NSC transcribe, unschooled NSD transducer. swansdown NSE sense, in
sect NSF teaspoonsful, townsfolk, transfer NSG transgress NSH unshaven, town
ship, gunshot
NSI inside, consider
NSK unskilled
NSL translate, unslaked
NSM transmit, unsmiling, townsman NSN unsnap, unsnarl NSO insoluble, tran
som NSP transpire, unspoken NSQ ullsquared NSR lebensraum NSS transship
ment
NST instead. constant, against
NSU unsure, sensual
NSV transverse
NSW' answer, greensward NSY pansy. unsystematic
NTA contain, mountain NTB paintbrush NTD countdown NTE enter, interest. con
tend NTF eventful NTG momgolfier, roentgen NTH month NTI entire. un
til NTJ muntjak NTL gentleman NTM contentment NTN faintness, vintner
NTO into. wanton NTR country, control NTS points NTU intuition, century
NTW entwine, lintwhite NTY plenty, twenty, county NTZ chintz
NUA annual, manual NUB snub. connubial NUC nucleus NUD nude, nudge NUE
avenue, continue NUF snuff. genuflect, manufacture NUG nugget, snug NUl
nuisance, genuine. coutinuity NUL null. annu-l NUM number, monument NUN
inundate, nun NUO ingenuous, continuous NUP grownup. nuptial NUR inure,
nurse, knurled NUS onus, unusual, manuscript NUT nut, minute NUU con
tinuum NUX nux vomica NUZ nuzzle
NVA invade. canvas, invalid NVE conversation. invent NVI anvil, invite NVO in
volve, invoke NVU invulnerable, convulsions NVY envy
NWA gunwale, inward NWE unwell. unwed NWH unwholesome. meanwhile NWI
unwise. unwilling NWO unworkable. unwound NWR unwritten
NXE jinxed, lynxes NXI anxious NXL sphinxlike NXT pilJxter flower
NYA barnyard, banyan NYB anybody NYC johnnycake, nyctalopia NYF manyfold
NYH anyhow NYI unyielding NYL vinyl NYM nymph. anonymous NYO any
one, canyon NYP manyplies NYR pennyroyal NYS gunnysack NYT anything
NYW anyway, anywhere NYX onyx
NZA influenza. stanza. bonanza NZE bronze. unzealous NZI benzine, frenzied. unzip
NZO benzol NZY enzyme. frenzy
OAB doable OAC coach. approach OAD broad. road OAF oaf. loaf OAG coagulate
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OAK oak, soak, croak OAL goal, coal, coalesce OAM roam, loam OAN loan,
groan OAP soap OAQ pseudoaquatic OAR soar, hoary OAS oasis, toast, coast
OAT oat, boat, coat OAU coauthor OAV loaves OAX coaxial
OBA cobalt, probable OBB cobble, robber OBC bobcat OBD obdurate OBE obey,
robe OBF obfuscate OBC hobgoblin OBH jobholder OBI robin, probity OBJ
object OBK knobkerrie OBL problem, oblige, jobless OBN hobnailed, obnoxi
ous OBO oboe, robOt, bobolink OBR cobra OBS jobs OBT obtuse, obtain
OBU globular OBV obverse, obvious OBW cobweb, lobworm OBY toby, loby
OCA local, brocade OCC occasion, occupy OCE process OCH ochre, loch, mocha
OCI docile, genocide OCK stock, clock OCL iconoclast, proclaim OCO rococo,
cocoon, chocolate OCR democracy OCS tocsin, blocs OCT doctor, concoct, oc
tave OCU jocular, focus, procure OCY hydrocyanic, idiocy
ODA today
ODB woodbin
ODC woodchuck, woodcut
ODD add, fodder
ODE
model, code, rodeo ODF codfish ODC dodge, lodge ODH jodhpurs, blood
hound, godhood ODI coding, prodigy ODK bodkin, vodka ODL poodle, blood
less ODM goodman ODN goodness ODO odor ODP codpiece, woodpecker
ODR bloodroot, photodrama ODS periods, woodshed ODT bloodthirsty ODU
produce, nodule ODW woodwork, goodwife, hoodwink ODY odyssey, body, bloody
ODZ pod.wl
OEA diarrhoea OEB phoebe, woebegone, amoeba OEC hoecake, monoecious OED
coed, pigeon-toed OEE cooee OEF coefficient, woeful OEH foehn, shoehorn
OEI canoeing, toeing, onomatapoeia OEL hydroelectric, coelenterate OEM poem,
foeman OEN phoenix, subpoena, toenail OEO homeopath OEP shoepack, syna
loepha OEQ coequal OER coerce, doer OES goes, does OET poet OEU
manoeuvre OEV whoever OEX coexist OEY gooey, hooey
OFA sofa, profane OFB hoofbound OFE roofer, professor OFF off, office OFI roof.
ing, profit OFL roofless, profligate OFO profound OFR Foofre"'der OFS roofs,
proofs OFT often, soft OFU profuse OFY goofy
OCA hogan, rogation OCB dogberry, hogback OCC dogcatcller OCD ogdoad OCE
cogent, progenitor OCF dogfight OGG doggerel, logging OGH foghorn, dog
house OCI cogitate OGJ logjam OGL ogle, dogleg, fogless OGM dogma
OGN cognate, cognac, prognosis OCO cogon, logology OCR progress, program
OGS dogs, logs OCT dogtrot, dogtooth OCU catalogue, rogue, mogul OGV dog
vane OCW cogwheel, dogwood, hogwash OGY apology, theology
OHA mohair, cohabit OHE cohesive OHI prohibit OHL kohlrabi OHM ohm
OHN johnnycake OHO cohort, alcohol OHS matzohs OHU mohur OHY car
bohydrates
OIA sequoia OlB foible OIC voice, choice OlD void OlE moiety OIF coiffure
OIC poignant OIK troika OIL boil, oil OIM neoimpressionism OIN point,
join
101 magnetoionic
OIR choir, repertoire
015 noise, boisterous
OIT
quoits, goiter OIX voix celeste, chamoix OIZ heroize
OJD slojd OJE project 0JI shoji OJO sojourn OJU thermojunction
OKA okapi, bazooka OKB cTookback, bookbinding OKC bookcase OKE broke, smoke
OKI smoking, looking OKK bookkeeper OKL booklet, brooklet OKM book
mark, bookmaker OKN crookneck OKO lookout OKP bookplate OKR okra,
bookrack OKS books, looks OKU hookup, hokum OKW hookworm, bookworm
OKY cooky, poky
OLA molar, polar OLB toolbox, schoolbook OLC schoolchild OLD hold, cold OLE
hole, pole, violet OLF golf, olfactory OLC schoolgirl OLH foolhardy, school·
house OLI police, holiday OLK folk, yolk OLL follow, dollar OLM school-
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mate OLN coolness OLO color, prolong, geology OLP foolproof OLR school
room, tool room OLS schools OLT dolt, schoolteacher OLU soluble, revolution
OLV revolve, solve OLW schoolwork OLY polygon, holy OLZ colza
OMA woman OMB bomb, aplomb, somber OMe tomcat, broomcorn OME become,
something OMF comfortable OMH customhouse OMI coming, atomic, promise
OML bottomless, randomly OMM command, common OMN omn~potent, ran·
domness OMO promote, nomogram OMP compare, company OMR comrade,
broolllrape OMS brooms OMT tomtit, tom tom O~.fU promulgate, homunculus
OMW gromwell OMY astronomy, gloomy
ONA donate, atonal OND bonbon, spoonbill ONe once, concern OND second,
wonderful ONE one, alone, done ONF confuse, conflict ONG along, long,
among ONH buttonhole, nonhazardous ONI onion, astonish, harmonize ONJ
conjecture, conjure ONK honk, donkey ONL only ONM abandonment, environ.
ment ONN connect ONO pronounce, astronomy ONP nonpartisan, nonproduc
tive ONQ conquest, jonquil ONR onrush ONS constant, consider ONT month,
front, contain ONU bonus, conundrum ONV convey, convert ON"V onward,
buttonwood ONY phony, onyx, antonym ONZ bronze
OOB booby, goober
ooe brooch
OOD good, wood
OOE gooey, mooed, shooed
OOF roof, proof OOG googol, oogamete, zoography OOH doohickey oor moo
ing, wooing, zooid OOK look, book OOL school. cool OOM room, hoom OON
1100n, balloon, soon OOP coop, stoop OOR poor, door OOS noose, loose OOT
foot, smooth OOU homoousian, isochroous OOV hooves, groove OOZ ooze,
snooze
OP A opaque. topaz, leopani OI)B ll1opboard ope popcorn, stopcock OPE open, hope
OPF topful OPG stopgap, popgun, shopgirl OPH philosophy. loophole, prophet
OPI hoping, topic OPJ propjet OPK shopkeeper, topknot OPL poplar, people
OPM topmost, envelopment OPO propose OPP opposite, copper, poppy OPR
copra, appropria te OPS SLOpS, hopscotch OPT optimum, optics OPU popula.
tion, opus, opulent OPW stopwatch, shopworn OPY copy, canopy
OQU loquacious, eloquent. baroque
ORA moral. laboratory ORD orbit, doorbell, absorb ORe force ORD order. word
ORE more, before ORF colorful, forfeit ORG organize, orgy, sorghum ORH
poorhouse ORr boring, glorious ORJ al(orja ORK work ORL world ORM
form, storm ORN corn. morning ORO porous, orotund ORP orphan, por
poise, corpulent ORQ torque ORR tomorrow. horror ORS horse ORT short,
report, forty ORU chorus. forum ORV corvette. arborvitae OR\'\' forward,
whippoorwill ORY story, memory. glory ORZ sforzando, quatorze
OSA dosage, prosaic OSB grosbeak ose oscillate, proscribe OSE close, those OSG
phosgene OSH galoshes, slosh OSI closing. position OSK kiosk, bosky OSL
gosling OSM osmosis, cosmic OSO prosody, bosom OSP gospel, prospect OSQ
mosquito, mosque OSS across, loss OST lost, most OSU bosun, exposure OSY
choosy, nosy OSZ groszy
OTA rotate, potato OTB football, bootblack OTe botch, hopscotch OTE note OTF
footfall, hotfoot OTG footgear OTH other, another, both OTI notice OTJ
bootjack OTL footlight, rootless OTM footman OTN footnote OTO motor,
photograph OTP footprint OTQ cotqllean OTR footrest, protrude OTS jots,
cots OTT bottom. rotten OTU cloture. portllberant OT'V footwork OTY
booty, stereotype OTZ plotzer
OUA bivouac, gouache OUB double, doubt, trouble oue touch, pouch OUD aloud,
cloud OUE denouement, silhouerte OUF souffie, camouHage OUG brought,
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through
OUH brouhaha
~UI bouillon
OU] moujik
OUK drouk
OUL
could, would, soul
OUM noumenon, pantoum
OUN country, sound, young
OUP soup, couple, group OUQ bouquet OUR four, our, your OUS house,
thousand, various OUT out, about, without OUV louver, souvenir OUW vrouw
OUX roux, billet-doux OUl ouzel
OVA oval, provable, ovation OVE over, cover, love OVI loving, bovine, provide
OVK sovkhoz OVO ovoid, provoke, provost OVR sovran OVU ovulate OVY
anchovy
OWA toward, coward
OWB cowbell, rowboat, browbeat
OWC cowcatcher
OWD
chowder, dowdy, howdah OWE owe, flower, lover OWF snowfall, blowfish OWG
blowgun
OWH nowhere, blowhole
OWl LOwing, blowing
OWK bowknot
OWL slowly, prowl, fowl OWM plowman, endowment OWN own, down OWO
blowout OWP LOwpath, cowpox, blowpipe OWR cowrie OWS cows OWT
growth, blowtorch OWU blowup OW"W powwow, glowworm OWY willowy,
snowy, OWl frowzy
OXA oxalic OXB oxbow OXC coxcomb, boxcar OXE boxer, foxes, oxen OXF
oxford, boxful OXG foxglove OXH boxhaul, foxhound, oxheart OXl oxide,
boxing, approximate OXL boxlike, oxlip OXO doxology OXP oxpecker OXS
coxswain OXT oxtail, box thorn OXU amphioxus OXW boxwood OXY oxy
gen, orthodoxy, foxy
OVA loyal, buoyant, voyage OYB soybean OYC boycott OYD hoyden OYE em
ployed OYF joyful OYH boyhood OYl enjoying, boyish OYL joyless, coyly,
gargoyle OYM enjoyment OYN coyness OYO coyote, joyous OYP coypu OYR
joyride OYS oyster, boys, zoysia OYT neoytterbium
OlE dozen, frozen, lozenge OlI dozing OlL bamboozle OlO zone OlY cozy Oll
nozzle
PAB pabulum, capable PAC pact, space, pack PAD pad, spade, padlock PAE paean
PAG page, pagoda PAH pahlavi, spahi, opah, chutzpah PAl paid, pain, pair
PAl pajamas PAK spake PAL pale, palm, principal PAM pamphlet, pamper
PAN pan, company PAP paper PAQ opaque PAR part, depart, spare PAS
PAT pat, path
PAU pause. pauper, paucity
PAY pave, spavined
pass, past
PAW paw, pawnbroker PAX pax, epaxial PAY pay, payroll, spay PAl LOpaz
PBA sweepback PBE cupbearer, raspberry PBL lampblack PBO cupboard, shipboard,
hipbone PBR stepbrother, upbraid PBU shipbuilder, upbuild
PCA upcast, tipcat, cupcake PCH stepchild PCO popcorn, topcoat PCR campcraft
PDA slapdash, update, stepdaughter PD~ lapdog, trapdoor PDR updraft, snapdragon
PEA appear, speak, peace PEB pebble PEC peculiar, prospect PED helped PEE
peer, speed, peel PEF hopeful, grapefruit. stupefy PEG peg, scapegoat PEl peig
noir, epeirogeny PEl pejorative PEK pekoe PEL spell, pelican. propel PEM
escapement, pemmican PEN open, happen, depend PEO people PEP pep,
pepper PER paper, person, perhaps PES hopes, pest PET pet, repetition, petal
PEU therapeutic PEV grapevine PEW typewriter, pew, pewter PEX apex PEY
dopey PEl trapeze
PFA stepfa.ther, chapfallen PFE hasenpfeffer PFI campfire PFO sheepfold PFR leap
frog- PFU lapful
PGA stopgap PGI shopgirl PGR campground, stepgrandparent PGU popgun
PHA phase, emphatic PHE phenomenon, apostrophe PHI philosophy, sphinx, uphill
PHI. phlox, phlegmatic PHN rose daphne PHO telephone, photograph PHR
phrase, diaphragm PHS sylphs, graphs PHT diphtheria PHU sulphur, typhllS
PHY geography, philosophy
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PIA piazza, piano, sepia PIB pibroch, epiblast PIC picture, pick PID limpid, spider,
tepid PIE pie, magpie, spied, piece PIF spiffy, typify PIG pig, spigot, pigeon
PH piing PI] jipijapa PIK pike, spike PIL pillow, spill PIM pimple PIN
spin, pine, opinion, happiness PIO pioneer, scorpion, pious PIP pipe, pip,
piping PIQ piquant PIR spire, inspire, pirate PIS pistol, episode PIT pitch,
spite PIU opium, europium PIV pivot PIX pixie PIZ epizootic, piT.zeria
P] A flapjack PJE propjet
PKE shopkeeper PKI napkin, pumpkin, bumpkin PKN topknot
PLA place, plan, explain PLE people, please PLI supplied, split PLO explore, em
ploy PLU surplus, plum, plunder PLY supply, plywood, reply
PMA shipmate PME shipment PMI midshipmite, tOpmil1now PMO topmost PMU
chipmunk
PNA hypnagogic PNE dampness, pneumonia, shrapnel PNI agrypnia PNO hypnosis
PNO hypnagogic PNE dampness, pneumonia, sharpnel PNI agrypnia PNO hypnosis
POA poach POB hypoblast POC pocket, epoch POD tripod, podium, antipode POE
poet POF hypofluorite POG pogrom, apogee POI poise, point, spoil POK
poke, spoke POL police, policy POM pomp, pomade PON pond, respond, upon
POO poor, spoon, spool POP pope, popular, populated POR sport, repon POS
possible, suppose POT pot, potato, potential POU pour, spout, pound POV
poverty POW power POX pox, hypoxia POY charpoy POl pozlUolana
PPA apparent, appalling PPE appear, happen PPH sapphire PPI stopping, happi
ness PPL apple, apply PPO opposite, appoint, opportunity PPR approach, ap
prove PPS schnapps PPU appurtenance PPY happy, poppy
PRA practice, praise PRE present, president, express PRI price, surprise PRO pro
duce, prove, promise PR U prune, prudent PRY pry, spry
PSA ripsaw, psalm, knapsnack PSC hopscotch PSE corpse, lapse, upset PSF teacupsful
PSH slipshod, shipshape, lampshade PSI capsize, lopsided, upside-down PSK
cheapskate, sheepskin PSL slipslop PSi\{ corpsman PSN ripsnorter PSG rhap
sody, stepson PSP klipspringer PST lipstick, slapstick, upstairs PSU capsule, u p
surge PSW upswept, gypsum PSY tipsy, psychology
PTA temptation, captain, heptane PTB promptbook PTC bankruptcy PTE accepted
PTH depth PTI aptitude. attempting PTL aptly PTN ineptness PTO pto
maine, cryptography PTR claptrap, temptress PTS precepts PTU rapture, im
promptu, conceptual PT'<I! sr:riptwriter PTY empty
PUB public PUC pucker, puckish PUD puddle, impudent PUE pueblo, puerile PUF
puff, puffin PUG pu~ilist, repugnant PUI puissance PUK pukka, puke PUL
pull, repulse PUl\I pummeL pumice, spume PUN pun, spun, pungent PUP
puppy, pupil, puppet PUR pure, purpose. spurious PUS pus, opus, push PUT
put, repute PUZ puzzle
PWA upward, sleepwalk, stopwatch P'VE upwell, PWI shopwindow, upwind PWO
shopworn, shopwoman P'VR shipwreck
PYA shipyard PYB copybook, capybara PYC copycat, poppycock PYD copydesk PYE
leapyear PYG pygmy, spyglass PYH copyholder, sleepyhead PYI copying PYJ
pyjamas PYK pyknic PYL pylon PYO pyorrhea PYR pyramid, copyright, pyre
PYT python PYU pyuria PYX pyx. pyxidium
QIN qintal
QUA quarter. quaint, equal QUE queen, request QCI quite. inquisitive QUO quote,
quorum, quotient QUR qursh QUY soliloquy. obloquy, obsequy, colloquy
RAA kraal RAB rabble, grab, drab RAC character. prcatice, race RAD radio, para
elise, tirade RAE brae, aurorae, spiraea RA F traffic R.-\G rage, drag, crag
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RAH hurrah, graham, subtrahend RAI train, afraid, straight RAJ trajectory,
rajah RAK rake, brake RAL general, natural RAM ram, cram RAN ran, grant,
strange RAO pharaoh, extraordinary RAP rap, grape, trap RAQ anthraquinone
RAR rare RAS rash, rascal RAT rat, rather RAU raucous RAV raven, travel,
brave RAW raw, trawler RAY gray, ray, tray RAZ raze, razor, crazy, brazen
RBA garbage, turban, forbade RBE barber, forbear RBI orbit, forbid, arbiter RBL
marble, garble RBO harbor, carbon RBR interbreed, overbrmal RBS barbs,
curbstone RBU arbutus,carburetor RBY derby
RCA carcass, arcade RCE coerce, larceny, intercede RCH church, porch RCI arcing,
piercing RCL circle RCO overcoat, overcome RCR hypercritical, aircraft RCS
arcs RCT arccic RCU mercury, circuit, ,arcuate RCY mercy
RDA ordain, cordage RDB birdbath, cardboard RDC birdcage, cardcase, swordcralt
RDE order, garden RDF swordfish, hardfisted RDH birdhouse, hardheaded RDI
according RDL hardly, hurdle RDM birdman RDN hardness RDO ardor,
overdose RDP swordplay, hardpan RDR overdress, teardrop, boardroom RDS
words, cards RDT hardtack RDU verdure, overdue, corduroy RDV aardvark
RDW boardwalk, hardwood RDY sturdy, hardy
REA reach, great, read REB rebel, cerebral, rebound REC direction RED red, hun
dred REE street, green, three REF prefer, therefore, refuse REG regard REH
prehensile, comprehend REI foreign REJ rejoice, prejudice, reject REK trek,
storekeeper, foreknowledge REL relation, preliminary REM remain, remember
REN children, difference REO reopen, creosote, preoccupied REP reply, prepare,
report REQ request, require RER clearer RES rest, dress, interest RET re
turn, pretty REU reunion, reuse REV revolution, prevent REW brew, reward,
rewrite REX overextended REY trey, surrey REZ rezone
RFA surface, warfare, parfait RFB surfboard RFD serfdom RFE forfeit,. farfetched
RFI starfish RFL overflow, butterfly, superfluous RFM wharfmaster, turfman
RFO fourfold, overfoolish RFP scarfpin RFR hoarfrost, waterfront RFS serfs,
scarfskin RFU wonderfUl, fearful RFY scurfy
RGA organ, forgave, bargain RGE large, target RGH sorghum RGI forgive, margin
RGL gargle RGN lorgnette RGO argon, gargoyle, argot RGR fairgrounds, win
tergreen RGS ergs, icebergs RGU argument RGY energy, liturgy
RHA rhapsody, perhaps, hemorrhage
RHE rheumatic, overhear
RHI rhinoceros,
pyrrhic RHO rhombic, rhodium RHU rhumb, rhubarb RHY rhythm, rhyme
RIA material RIB terrible RIC price, rich RID rid, bridge, pride RIE friend
RIF rift, rifle, terrific RIG right RIH clerihew, perihelion RII torii RIJ mario
juana, trijugate RIK strike, paprika RIL trill, grill RIM rim, brim, grime RIN
during, bring, prince RIO oriole, carrion, various RIP rip, gripe, drip RIQ
SObriquet, briquette RIR trireme, overirrigate RIS rise, brisk RIT write, spirit
RIU triumph, auditorium RIV river, arrive RIW periwinkle, periwig, triweekly
RIX executrix, matrix RIY riyal RIZ prize, horizon
RJA lumberjack RJE overjealous, interject RJO overjoyed, marjoram RJU perjury,
overjudicious
RKA mazurka, embarkation RKB workbench, porkbarrel RKC workcamp RKD work·
day, markdown RKE market RKF workfolk RKH workhouse RKI parking
RKK markka RKL sparkle, darkly RKM workman, embarkment RKN darkness,
doorknob RKO workout RKP workpeople RKR darkroom, workroom RKS
parks, marksman, sharkskin RKT worktable RKU markup RKW workweek,
jerkwater RKY perky
RLA overland, overlap RLD wodd RLE curlew, furled RLF girlfriend RLH girl-
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hood RLI merlin, purling, girlish RLK erlking RLO purloin, overlook, forlorn
RLP whirlpool, curlpaper RLS girls, pearls RLU interlude, overluxuriant RLW
whirlwind RLYearly
RMA mermaid, permanent RMB armband, sLOrmbound RMC armdtair RME farmer,
warmed RMF harmful RMH armhole RMI farming RML harmless RMN
firmness RMO armor, turmoil RMP armpit RMR wormroot, armrest RMS
arms, farms RMT warmth RMU earmuff, formula, murmur Rl\f\'" wormwood
RMY farmyard, army stormy
RNA ornate, journal, tournament RNB turnbuckle, hornblende RNC corncob, turn
coat RND turndown, dirndl RNE turned, corner, atlorney RNF scornful RNG
cairngorm
RNH cornhusking
RNI morning, carnival, furnish
RNK turnkey
RNL thornless RNM government RNN sternness RNO burnoose, cavernous
RNP turnpike, hornpipe RNS churns, barnstorm RNT turntable, burnt RNU
butternut, cornucopia RNV turnverein RNW hornworm RNY horny, barnyard
ROA road, broad ROB probable, problem ROC proceed, rock ROD rode, trod, prod
ROE roe, throes
ROF professor, scrofula
ROG program, progress, frog
uct
ROH prohibit ROI broil ROJ project ROK broke, stroke ROL prolong, roll
ROM from
RON front, strong, wrong
ROO roof, proof, crook
ROP drop,
proper ROQ baroque, croquet ROR error, horror, prorate ROS across, rose
ROT rot, protect, brother ROU around, brought, through ROV prove, provide
ROW grow, brown, tomorrow ROX approximate, proxy ROY royal, destroy
ROZ frozen
RPA tarpaper, overpass, usurpation RPE sharpen, turpentine RPH earphone, orphan,
morphology RPI torpid, carping RPL perplex, purple RPM escarpment RPN
sharpness RPO overpowering, harpoon, purpose RPR surprise, interpret, over
print RPS harpsichord, carps RPT excerpt RPU corpulent RPY harpy
RQU parquet, overquick, harquebus
RRA tarragon, errand RRE marred, barrel, turret RRH myrrh, pyrrhic, hemorrhage,
RRI carried RRO borrowed, tomorrow RRS purrs, whirrs RRT corrupt, inter
rupt, garrulous RR Y hurry, carry
RSA versatile, forsake, conversant RSC overscrupulous, butterscotch RSE course, her
self, horse RSH marshal, overshoot RSI persist, coursing RSK bearskin, over
skeptical RSL parsley, oversleep RSM oarsman RSN parsnip, whippersnapper
RSO person
RSP perspire, waterspout, overspend
RSQ thundersquall, over·
squeamish RST first RSU oversupply, hirsute, versus RS'''' forswear, bittersweet
RSY horsy, forsythia
RTA important, certain RTB heartburn R TC portcullis, shortcake RTE parted
RTF artful, portfolio, heartfelt R TG mortgage R TH further, worth RTI part·
ing RTL turtle, myrtle, shirtless R TM apartment RTN fortni~ht, smartness
RTO cartoon, undertow RTR cartridge, fortress, courtroom RTS parts RTT
heartthrob
R TU fortune, departure
R TW cartwheel, heartwood, shirtwaist
RTY diny, thirty RTZ quartz
RUA truant RUB rubble, grub, rubber RUC truck, crucial RUD extrude, trudg-e,
ruddy RUE true, congnlent RUF ruffian, gruffi, ruffle RUG rug, shrug, fru~al
R UI ruin, truism R UK peruke R UL rule, truly RU.\1 rum, drum, crumble
RUN run, prune, brunt RUO incongruous RUP corrupt, rupture RUR rural,
prurient RUS rust, trust, torus RUT truth, rut, brute RUU menstruum RUV
pyruvate RUX crux RUZ cruzeiro
R VA pervade, larva RVE marvelous, curve, serve R VI service, curving, starving RVO
fervor, nervous R VU nervure R VY scurvy, nervy
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RWA forward, caterwaul
RWE overweening, overweight
RWH overwhelm
RWI
ovenvind RWO overwork RWR overwrought, undenvrite RWT cnvth RWU
livenvurst
RYA carryall RYB everybody RYC currycomb, barycenter, strychnine RYD everyday
RYE rye RYF countryfied RYG drygoods RYH euryhaline RYI trying, prying
RYK ryke
RYL fairyland, beryllium, spryly
RYM countryman, gerrymander,
lachrymal RYN larynx, dryness RYO cryolite, everyone RYP crypt, everyplace
RYS tryst, crystal RYT everything RYWeverywhere RYX oryx RYZ coryza
RZA sforzando RZE furze, overzealous RZI marzipan RZO borzoi, scherzo RZU
zarzuela
SAB saber, usable SAC sack, sacrifice SAD, sad, saddle, crusade SAE visaed, fossae
SAF sale, sassafras SAG sage, usage, message SAH sahib, icosahedron SAl said,
sail SAK sake, forsake SAL salt, universal SAM same, sample SAN thousand,
pleasant SAP sap. disappoint SAR necessary SAS sassafras, sash SAT sat SAU
sauce, somersault, sausage SAY save, savage SAW jigsaw, saw SAX saxophone
SAY say, assay. hearsay SAZ conversazione
SBA husband, gasbag, disband SBE asbestos, misbehave SBI lesbian SBO gasboat,
smorgasbord SBR misbrand SBU disburse SBY busby, presbyter
SCA escape SCE isosceles, scent, scene SCH school, discharge SCI science, discipline
SCL disclaim, disclose SCO score, scold, discover SCR discreet SCS discs SCU
discuss SCY scythe
SDA doomsday, disdain, Wednesday SDE misdeed SDI misdirect SDO wisdom, misdo
SDR eavesdropping SDU transducer
SEA sea, seat, disease SEB cheeseburger, sebaceous SEC second, insect, section SED
raised, based SEE see, seem SEF gooseflesh, suspenseful SEG segment, segregate
SEH falsehood, horsehair SEl seize SEJ sejant SEK housekeeper SEL self, him
self, damsel SEM semicircle, housemaid SEN present, send SEO gaseous SEP
separate, septic SEQ consequence, subsequent SER service SES passes SET set,
settle SEU museum, masseur SEV several, seven SEW sew, sewer SEX sexual,
sexton SEY nosey SEZ laisse7-faire
SFA satisfaction, disfavor SFE misfeasance, sferics SFI disfigure, satisfied, misfit SFL
floss flower SFO misfortune, transform SFR disfranchise SFU glassful, blissful
SFY satisfy
SGA misgauge SGE phosgene SGI misgivings, thanksgiving, salesgirl SGO misgovern
SGR disgrace SGU disgust, misguided
SHA shall, shape SHB fishbowl, wishbone, dashboard SHC dishcloth, ashcan SHE she
SHF bashful, wishful SHG flashgun SHH fishhook, bushhammer SHI ship,
fashion SHK babushka, droshky SHL selfishly, flashlight SHM cashmere, pun
ishment SHN foolishness, rashness SHO should, show, short SHP fleshpots, fish.
pound SHR shrill, shrift SHS washstand SHT ashtray, washtub SHU shun,
shut SHW dishwasher, bushwhack, fishwife SHY shy, fleshy
SIA amnesia, euthanasia SIB possible SIC sick, music, des~,icate SID side, president
SIE siege, sieve, rosier SIF sift SIG sign, design SIH drowsihead SIK sike,
prusik SIL silver SIM simple, similar SIN since, business, single SIO tension,
ascension SIP sip, dissipate, siphon SIQ physique SIR sire, desire SIS sister,
insist SIT sit, situation SIU cesium, potassium 51 V massive, cohesive SIX six
SIZ size
SJA disjasked S]E disject S]I masjid S]O disjointed SJU disjunct, misjudge
SKA skate SKE skeleton, skeptic, askew SKI skill, skin, skip SKL briskly SKM task
master, muskmelon, deskman SKN misknow SKO skoal SKR muskrat SKS
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desks, risks SKU skua, skull, skunk SKW taskwork SKY sky, risky, du~ky
SLA island, slave SLE sleep SLI slip, slide, slight SLO slow, slop, slogan SLU slur,
slug, slumber SLY sly, measly
SMA small, smart SME smell, smear SMI smile, dismiss SMO smoke, cosmos, smooth
SMS schisms, chasms SMU bismuth, smut, smug
SNA snail, snake, snap SNE sneeze, sneak, sneer SNI sniff, snip SNO snow, snore,
snob SNU snuff, snub, snug
SOA soap, soak SOB disobey, sober SOC sock, social SOD soda, sodium, sodden SOE
whatsover SOF sofa, soft SOG soggy SOH isohyet SOL soil, soiree SOJ sojourn
SOK soke SOL solid, desolate, gasoline SOM some, handsome, something SON
son, person, reason SOO soon, soothe SOP sop, philosophy SOR sore, sorrow,
sort SOS isosceles SOT sot, isotropic, creosote SOU sound, SOUtJl, soul SOV
SOW sow, disown
SOX bobby-soxer, desoxyribonucleic acid
sovereign, soviet
SOY soybean SOl mesozoic, lysozyme
SPA space, spare, despair SPB raspberry SPE especially, respect SPH asphalt, sphere
SPI spirit, despise
SPL split, display
SPN crispness
SPO spot, spoke SPR
spring, spread, spray SPS lisps SPU spurious, dispute Spy spy, wispy
SQU square
SRA disrate SRE misread, disrespect, misrepresent SRO disrobe SRU disrupt
SSA essay, necessary SSB mossback, crossbreed, chessboard sse crosscut SSE passed,
misses SSF blissful SSG pressgang SSH misshapen, grasshopper, crosshatch SSI
possible, missing SSK passkey SSL tussle SSM classmate, chessman, glassmaker
SSN crossness
SSO bassoon, associate, hyssop
SSP cesspool, crosspiece, passport
SSQ grassquit SSR crossroad, classroom SST misstep, crosstie, misstate SSU issue,
fissure SSW crossword, basswood, glassware SSY fussy, messy
STA understand, stan, state STB dustbin, waistband STe waistcoat STD postdate
STE step, system, instead STF boastful, crestfallen STG postgraduate STH first
hand, masthead, posthumous STI still, question STL hustle, castle STM post
mark, vestment ,toastmaster STN fastness STO story, stop STP postpone, breast
plate, dustpan STR street, destroy, industry STS lasts STT han'estfime STU
study, stuff, stung STV postvocalic, zemstvo STW westward, postwar, breastworks
STY sty, thinsI', dusty
SUA unusual, persuade SUB subtle, subscribe, subject sue such, success SUD sudden
SUE sue, suet, issue SUF suffer, suffocate SUG sugar, suggest SUI suit, issuing
SUK sukiyaki SUL result, sullen, sulfur SUM summary, resume SUN sun, sung
SUO sensuous SUP supply, suppose SUR pleasure, sure, surround SUS misuse,
suspect, sustain SUT hirsute, suture SUV vesuvianite SUZ suzerainty
SVA misvalve SVE svelte transverse
SWA swab, swamp, swallow S\VE answer, sweet SWI swing, swift, switch SWO swore,
sword SWR sportswriter SWU swung, swum
SYB busybody, sybarite Sye sycamore, psychology SYD clepsydra SYE syenite SYF
pussyfoot SYG easygoing SYI curtsying, prophesying SYL syllable, sylvan SYM
symmetry, sympathy, symbol SYN synchronize, syntax SYO, aisyoke SYP syphilis,
syphon
SYR syringe, syrup
SYS system
SYT forsythia
SYU dasyure SYW
psywar SYZ syzygy

SYl groszy
TAB table, comfortable T Ae tackle, contact T AD stadium, tadpole T AE hetaera,
voltaelectric, taenia T AF taffy, staff, taffeta TAG tag, stage, advantage TAH
cheetah, octahedron TAl certain, contain, tail TAK take, mistake TAL talk,
tall TAM tame, tamper, stamp TAN stand, important, distance TAP tap, tape,
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staple TAQ pentaquine TAR start, star '1'AS task, taste '1'A'1' state, station
'1'AU taught, restaurant '1' AV stave, tavern TAW tawny, tawdry TAX tax, taxi
'1'AY stay '1'AZ ahazi m uth, metazoa
TBA football, setback, hatband TBE hotbed, potbellied '1'81 catbird, outbid TBL
bootblack TBO potboiler, hotbox, outboard TBR heartbroken, footbridge, out
break TBU heartburn, outburst
TCA catcall, outcase, shortcake TCE etcetera TCH catch, ditch TCL outclass, foot
cloth TCO outcome TCR outcry, outcrop TCU portcullis TCY baronetcy,
bankruptcy
TDA outdated TDI outdistance TDO outdoors, sitdown TDW outdwelling
TEA teach, tear, instead TEB notebook. antebellum TEC protect, technical TED
started, lasted TEE steel TEF hateful, spiteful, whitefish TEG integrity TEH
statehouse, stateho9d TEl stein,TEK tektite, gatekeeper TEL tell, hotel, intelli
gent TEM system, attempt TEN ten, orten TEO courteous, whiteout, meteor
TEP step, tepid TEQ tequila TER after, better, interest TES test, contest TEl'
quartet, tether TEU amateur, pasteurization TEV stevedore TEW stew, gateway
TEX text, context, vertex TEY matey, chantey TEZ courtezan
TFA Iootfall, pitIall TFE heartfelt TFI catfish, outfit TFL outflank TFO hotfoot,
batfowl TFR outfrown TFU fitful, boastful
TGA mongage TGE Iootgear TGL outglare, postglacial TGO outgoing TGR out
growth TGU shotgun, catgut
THA than, that THB smoothbore. mothball, toothbrush THC forthcoming THD
birthday, withdraw THE the, these, there THF pathfinder, slothful THH bath
THI think, thing
THL ruthless, athletic
THM birthmark, rhythmic
house
THN smoothness, ethnic
THO those, thought
THP birthplace, hearth penny
THQ earthquake THR three, through "fHS paths THT bathtub THU thun
der, thus THW forthwith, pathway, thwart THY earthy, healthy
TIA satiate, spatial TIB antibody, tibia TIC ticket, article, notice TID tide, tidy,
Ietid TIE tie TIF st.iff, beautiful TIG tight, stigma, tiger TIH antihistamine,
antihelix TIJ multijugate TIK swastika, batik, antiknock TIL until, still, tile
TIM time, sometimes TIN tin, continue '1'10 action, condition TIP tip, multi
ple. stipple TIQ etiquette, mystique, antique TIR tire, entire TIS tissue, dentist
TIT title TIU technetium, tritium TIV active TnV antiwar, kittiwake TIZ
baptize
TJA bootjack, nightjar TJE outiest TJO outjockey TJU outjump
TKI catkin TKN pocketknife
TLA atlas, outIast, cutlass T1..E little, gentleman TLI beetling, footlight TLO fet
lock, outlook TLU postlude, potluck TLY lightly, aptly
TMA postman, Iootman
TME sweetmeat, postmeridian
TJ\Il catmillt, postmistress
TMO atmosphere, utmost TMU litmus
TNA catnap

TNE sweetness, jitney

TNI catnip

TNO foomote

TRA
T5A

TTA

TUA

TVA
TWA
TYA

TZA

UAB

UBA

TNU postnuptial

TOA toad, toast TOB toboggan, lobacco TOC stock TOD today TOE toe, mistle
toe TOF cutoff, toffee TOG together TOH photoheliognph '1'01 toil, toilet,
stoic TOJ photojournalism TOK stoke, token TOL tOld, tOlerant, atoll TOM
atom, tomorrow TON stone TOO too, took, stood TOP stop, top, LOpic TOQ
IOque TOR story '1'05 LOSS, comatose TOT total, totter TOU touch, stout,
tough TOV stove TOW toward, town TOX intoxicate TOY toy TOZ pro
towa
TPA footpace, dustpan, postpaid TPI hatpin TPL outplay, breastplate TPO pot
pourri, postpone, outpost TPR footprint, rustproof TPU output, cutpurse
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TQU outquarters,cotquean
TRA train, strange TRE street, tree, strength TRf string, strike, trip TRO strong.
trouble TRU true, struggle TRY try, country
TSA flotsam, tsar TSB ratsbane TSC setscrew, postscript TSE itself TSF coltsfoot
TSH courtship. potsherd TSI heartsick, outside TSK outskirts TSM outsmart.
craftsman TSO footsore, sweetsop TSP hotspur, outspoken TST footstep, out
standing TSU catsup TSV mitsvah TWS sportswriter TSY curtsy
TTA attack, rattan TTE better, matter TTH cutthroat. heartthrob TTl betting, cUl·
ting TTL battle, little TTM wattmeter TTO grotto, bottom, button TTR
mattress, attract, attribute TTS putts, buttstock TTU attuned, lettuce TTV
bodhisattva TT\'" rottweiler TTY pretty
TUA actual TUB tube. stub TUC stuck, lettuce, tuck TUD study TUE statue, habi·
tue, Tuesday TUF stuff, tuft TUG tug TUI tU!tlon, intuitive TUL tulip,
botulism TUM tumble, tumult, costume TUN tuna, stun, tunnel TUO unctu
ous, fatuous TUP getup, stupid TUQ tuque TUR return, turn, century TUS
tussle, tusk TUT institution. astute, stutter TUU ignis fatuus TUX tuxedo
TUY tuyere
TVA oUlvanish TVE outvenom TVO outvote, postvocalic
TWA twain, outward, footway TWE between, twenty TWH -cartwheel TWI twin.
twist, outwit TWO two TWR outwrite
TYA courtyard
TYC tycoon, tryptych
TYD katydid
TYE stye
TYF twel1tyfold
TYG stygian TYH platyhelminth TYI typing TYK tyke TYL style TYM tym
panum, stymie, etymology TYN tyne, duvetyn TYO dictyosome TYP type, ty·
phoon
TYR tyrant, martyr, satyr
TYS suretyship
TYT stythe, shantytown
TYW pantywaist, citywide
TZA tzar, quetzal TZE walczes, howitzer, pretzel TZI hoatzin, deutzia, waltzing. quart
zite TZK blitzkrieg TZL bIi17like TZM sitzmark TZO matzoh TZP chutzpah
TZS britzska TZV mitzvah TZY schmaltzy
UAB valuable, squab UAC quack, bivouac, gouache UAD quadruple, quadratic UAE
quaestor, deciduae UAF quaff UAG quagmire, assuage UAH quahog, chihuahua
VAl quail, quaint UAK earthquake UAL qualify UAl\·f aquamarine. squamous
UAN quandary, quantity, truant UAP cllinquapin, aquaphobe UAR quarter,
guard UAS quash, persuasion VAT quatrain, equator, squat UAU luau UAV
guava, suave, quaver UAW squawk UAY quay
UBA tuba, subagent UBB rubber, stubble UBC subcommittee, hubcap UBD rub
down. subdivide. subdue UBE tube UBF clubfoot, subfreezing UBG subgroup,
subglacial UBH subhead, clubhouse UBI ubiquitous, tubing UBJ subject, sub
junctive UBK subkingdom UBL public, publish, double UB~1 submarine, sub
merge, submit UBN subnormal UBO subordinate UBP subpoena UBR rubric,
lubricate, subregion UBS tubs, substitute UBT doubt, subtle, subtend UBU
tubular, suburb, auburn UBV subversion UB'''' subway UBY ruby UBZ sub
zygomatic
UCA ducal UCC succor, success, buccaneer ueE produce, reduce UCH much. such
UCI lucid, reducing, mucilage UCK buckle, struck, luck UCL boucle, euclase
UCO mucous, raucous UCR sucrose, bureaucracy UCT reluctant. conduct, prod.
uct UCU mucus, truculent UCY saucy
UDA exudate, audacity, laudable UDB cloudburst, studbook UDD huddle, sudden
UDE include, rude UDF llludfish UDG judge, budget, bludgeon UDH studhorse
UDr including, ludicrous
UDK baudkin
UDL proudly
UD,\[ loudmouthed
UDN loudness UDO boudoir UDR baudrons, faudroyant UDS clouds UDU
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fraudulent UDW studwork, cudweed UDY study, cloudy gaudy UDZ kudzu
UEA queasy, squeal UEB pueblo, bluebird, blueberry UEC bluecoat UED suede, sub
dued UEE queen, queer UEF bluefish, rueful, liquefy UEC bluegrass UEH
truehearted
UEI blueing
UEJ bluejay, bluejacket
UEL fuel, quell
UEN
quench UEO aqueous UEP blueprint UER puerile, query UES question, guess
UET suet, duet UEU queue, liqueur UEV quinquevalent UEW blueweed UEY
gluey UEZ muezzin
UFA tufa, manufacture UFE rufescent UFF muff, suffer, sufficient UF! argufied UFL
camouflage, genuflect UFO rufous UFR gallimaufry, usufruct, froufrou UFT
tuft UFY argufy
UCA sugar, frugal, cougar UCB tugboat, bugbear UCE huge, rouge, gouge UCF slug
fest UCC struggle, suggest UCH brought, through, laugh UCI fugitive UCL
ugly, bugle UCM augment UCN impugn. pugnacious UCO dugout, rugosity
UCR fenugreek, grugru UCS jugs, rugs UGU fugue, augury, lugubrious UCW
mugwump, lugwonn
UHA brouhaha UHE euhemerism UHL uhlan, buhlwork UHR buhrstone
UIA colloquial UIB squib, quibble UIC quick, juicy UID squid, liquid, guide UIE
quiet, requiem UIF aquifer, squiffed UIC squiggle UIK duiker UIL built,
equilibrium UlM guimpe, equimolar UIN squint, ruin, quince UIO obsequious
UIP equip, quip UIR inquire, squirt UIS disguise, inquisitive, cruise UIT gui
tar, intuitive, quite UIU colloquium UIV quiver UIX quixotic UIZ quiz
UJA hallelujah UJI jujitsu UJU jujube
UKA ukase UKE duke, fluke, leukemia UKI rebuking, puking UKK chukker, pukka
UKL auklet, mukluk UKO leukopenia UKR waukrife UKS auks UKU ukulele
UKY fluky
ULA goulash, regular ULB bulb, mulberry ULC dulcet, ulcer, mulch ULD could,
should ULE rule ULF gulf, soulful ULG bulge, refulgent ULH fulham ULI
ruling, mulish
ULK hulk, bulk
ULL pull, dull
ULM annulment, culminate
ULN ulna, vulnerable ULO garrulous, couloir ULP gulp, pulpit ULQ pulque
ULR bulrushes ULS fulsome, mauls, revulsion ULT multiply, somersault ULU
pendulum, ululate ULV culvert, pulverize ULW bulwark ULY unruly, duly
ULZ brulzie
UMA rheumatism, puma, human UMB number UMC circumcise UMD humdrum,
gumdrop UME plume, flume UMF drumfire, circumference, dumfound UMC
circumgyration, slumgullion UMH drumhead UMI humid, fuming, aluminum
UMJ cricumjacent UMK bumkin UML glumly, drumlin, umlaut UMM drum
UMM autumn, alumnus, column
UMO humor, tumor
UMP
mer, summer
bump, jump, umpire UMQ kumquat UMR rumrunner, alumroot UMS drums,
hums, clumsy UMU cumulative, humus UMV circumvent, triumvirate UM\V
gumwood UMY rheumy
UNA tuna, unafraid UNB sunbath, unbiased UNe uncle. lunch UND under, around,
hundred UNE dune. tune UNF sunfish. unfair, unfounded UNC young, hunger
UNH unhappy, unhealthy UNI union, university UNJ unjust UNK trunk, bunk
UNL unless, sunlight UNM unmade, unmasked UNN funnel, shunned UNO
unorganized UNP unpopulated, unprintable UNQ unquote, unqualified UNR
unreasonable, unreality UNS runs, sunset UNT until, country, mountain UNU
unusual UNV unvarnished UNW gunwale UNX quincunx UNY puny, unyoke
UNZ unzipped
UOD duodenum UOH quohog UOI quoit, sequoia, quoin UOL duologue UON
muon, quondam, euonymus UOP duopsony UOR quorum, fluorine, liquor UOS
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round,
lUnger
, bunk
UNO
UNR
UNU
myoke

duos, virtuoso UOT quotation UOU innocuous, continuous, vacuous UOY buoy
UPA occupant, pupa UPB upbraid, cupboard UPC upcast, cupcake UPD updraft
UPE dupe, upend, superior UPF cupful UPG upgrade UPH upheaval, uphold,
upholstery' UPI stupid, pupil UPK upkeep UPL couple, upland, uplifted UPM
upmost UPN eupnea UPO upon, coupon UPP upper, supply, suppose UPR
uproar, upright UPS cups, upset UPT disrupt, uptown UPU scrupulous UPW
upward, upwind UPY occupy, croupy
UQU bouquet
URA curate, durable URB urban, curb, turbulent URC church, pur<:hase URD mur
der, gourd, absurd URE picture, pure URF turf, surfeit URG surge, turgid,
urge
URH burh, eurhythmic
URI during, curious
URK turkey, lurk, murk
URL furl, churlish URM turmoil, murmur URN return, buru, turn URO neu
rotic URP burp, purpose, surprise URQ turquoise URR hurry, surround URS
course, purse URT curtain, further, hurt URU purulent, urus UR V curve, sur
vey UR W burweed UR Y bury, fury URZ furze
USB busboy, husband
USC muscle, manuscript
USE use, because
USA thousand
USH bush, brush, rush USI business, music US] musjid USK dusk, husk USL
muslin
USM busman
USN fatuousness
USO infusorial
USP cusp
USQ
brusque
USS fussy
UST must, just, dust
USU usual, usury
USW huswife
USY busy
UTA mutant, adjutant UTB outboard UTC butcher, crutch UTD outdoors UTE
outer UTF outfit, outfield UTG outgo, outgrow UTH mouth, soulh UTI beau
UT] outjest, outjump
UTL outline, oudast
UTM utmost, abutment
tiful
UTN stoutness UTO automobile UTP output, outpost UTQ outquarters UTR
outrage, neutral UTS cuts, outside UTT mUllon, buner UTU mutual, future
UTV outvote UT'''' outward, cutworm UTY duty, gouty UTZ deutzia, kibbutz
UUM residuum, continuum, vacuum UUN weltanschauung UUS ignis fatuus
UVA uvarovire, adjuvant UVE louver, souvenir, rejuvenate ,UVI chau\'inist, antedi
luvial UVR manoeuvre UVU uvula
UWO rauwolfia
UXE tuxedo, deluxe UXI bauxite, auxiliary, fluxion UXO buxom, uxorious UXT
juxtapose UXU luxury
UYE buyer, guyed UYI buying, guying UYL toluyl UYO guyot UYS buys, guys
UYT schuyt
UZA mezuzah UZE ouzel, gauze, suzerainty UZH muzhik UZI fuzing UZJ muzjik
UZL touzle UZO mezuzoth UZY gauzy UZZ muzzle, puzzle, buzzard
VAB receivable, lovable VAC vacant, evacuate, vacation VAD' invade, pervade VAE
VAH mitzvah, avahi
VAl vain, prevail
larvae
VAG vague, vagrant, salvage
VAK kavakava VAL valley, value VAM revamp, vampire VAN advantage, cara
van, vane YAP vapor VAQ vaquero VAR various, variety VAS vase, canvas
VAT vat, elevate VAU vaudeville, vault VAV vavasor YAW vaward
VEA veal. reveal VEn lo\'ebird VEC vector, dovecote VEn saved VEE veer, levee
VEF fivefold VEG vegetable VEH vehicle, vehement VEl veil, vein, inveigh
VEK dovekie VEL develop, level VEM November, pavement, movement VEN
seven, adventure, invention YEO foveola, alveoli YEP stovepipe VER very, over,
river YES invest, loves VET veteran, revetment, covet VEl'" driveway VEX
vex, convex VEY convey, graveyard

UON
UOS

VGA avgas
VIA viaduct, aviator, salvia VIB vibrate, vibrant VIC victim, service, advice VID pro
vide VIE view, review VIF vivify, oviform VIG vigor, vigil, navigate VII redu-

UFL
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slug
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~
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viid VIK viking VIL village, evil VIM vim, gravimetric VIN having, loving,
vine VIO violin, violent, obvious VIP viper VIR virile, virtue, virgin VIS visit,
advise VIT invite VIU effluvium, alluvium VIV vivid, vivacious VIX vixen
VIZ vizier, collectivize
VKH sovkhoz
VMA tradevman
VNA czarevna
VOC vocal, vocation VOD vodka VOE salvoes VOG vogue VOl avoid, voice VOK
VOL revolution, volume, volt
YOM vomit, servomechanism
revoke, provoke
VON pavonine, evonymus
VOO voodoo
VOP flavoprotein
VOQ equivoque
VOR vortex, cavort, flavor VOS provost VOT vote, votary, devote YOU vouch,
VOW vowel, vow
VOX volvox
devour, bivouac
VOV slivovitz, ovoviviparous
VOY voyage, clairvoyant, convoy
VRA sovran VRE manoeuvre, livre VRO vrouw, chevron
VUE revue VUG vug VUL revulsion, vulture, vulnerable VUM ovum VUN avun
cular VUR bravura VUS favus, nevus
VVE flivver VVI chivvied VVY navvy, chivvy
VYD topsy-turvydom VYF heavyfooted VYH heavyhearted VYI vying, levying VYS
heavyset VYW heavyweight
VZO evzone
WAB swab, renewable
WAC wacky
WAD wad, wade, nowadays
WAE waesucks
WAF waft, wafer
WAG wager, wagon, dowager
WAH wahoo, wahine
WAI
waist, wait, swain WAK awake WAL walk, wall WAM swam, wampum, wigwam
WAN want, wander, wane WAP swap, wapiti WAR warm, war, toward WAS
was 'VAT watch WA U caterwaul WAY wave, waver WAW stowaway, williwaw
WAX wax WAY way, away, always
WBA snowball, drawback WBE snowberry, browbeat WBI snowbird, cowbird WBL
snowblink
WBO snowbound, cowboy, rawboned
WBR drawbridge, lowbred
WBU snowbush, sawbuck
WCA cowcatcher WCH chowchow WCL dewclaw WCO newcomer WCU crewcut
WDE chowder, powder
WDI crowding, rowdiness
WDL dawdled,
WDA howdah
WDN lewdness
WDR tawdry, dewdrop, snowdrift
WDS crowds
bowdlerize
WDUsawdust WDY dowdy, bawdy
WEA weak, wear, sweater WEB web WED snowed, rowed WEE week, sweet, between
WEF weft WEI weird, weight WE] wejack WEK weka WEL well WEN
went, twenty
'VEP swept, wept
WER were, answer
WES west
WET wet
WEV however
WFA snowfall WFE crowfeet WFF howff WFI crawfish, blowfish WFL snowflake,
sawfly WFO crowfoot WFR bowfront WFU lawful
WGA gewgaw WGI lawgiver WGL gallowglass WGR shadowgraph WGU blow~un
WHA what WHE when, where WHI which, while, white WHO who, whole WHY
why
W]B twibi! WIC wick, wicked, twice WID wide WIE wield WIF wife WIG wig,
twig, wiggle WIK wikiup WIL will WIM swim, wimple WIN window, wind,
swing WIP wipe, swipe WIR wire, swirl WIS wise, wish, twist WIT with,
without WIV wives, swivel WIX betwixt WIZ wizard,wizened
WKB hawkbill
WKE hawked
WKI mawkish
WKM hawkmoth
WKN bowknot
WKS hawks WKW awkward WKY gawky
WLA dC\\'lap, lowland WLD bowlder WLE lawless, bowler, knowledge WLI bowl
ing, cowlick WLO rowlock WLS shawls, bowls WLW awlwort, crawlway WLY
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slowly
WMA lawmaker. showman, plowman WME fewmet WMI sawmill WMO awm.ouS,
snowmobile
WNA pawnable
WNB pawnbroker, downbeat
WNC downcast
WND drownded,
downdraft
WNE newness, owner, skewness
WNF downfall
vVNG downgrade
WNH downhill WNI awning, drowning WNL crownless WNN withdrawnness
WNO brownout WNP downpour WNR downright WNS downstairs, brown·
stone, pawns WNT downtown WNU grownup WNW downward WNY downy,
tawny
WOA woad WOB wobble WOE woe WOF showoff. twofold WOG polliwog WOK
awoke WOL wolf, wolfram WOM woman, womb WON won, wonder WOO
wood. swoop, wool WOP twopenny WOR world, word, work WOS twosome
WOT wot WOU would, wound WOV woven WOW wow
WPA pawpaw. lOwpath WPE cowpea WPI blowpipe WPL snowplow, drawplate
WI'O cowpox, viewpoint ,"'PU cowpuncher
WRA wrath, wrap, wrangle WRE wrench, wreck WRI write, wrist WRO wrong.
showroom WRU wrung WRY awry, dowry
WSA dowsabel ''''SB newsboy ,"'SC snowscape. newscast WSE hawser, browse WSH
fellowship, snowshoe. plowshare WSI drowsiness WSK cowskin WSL cowslip,
newsletter, snowslide WSM newsman 'WSO howsoever WSP newspaper, bow
sprit WSR newsreel WSS newsstand WST drawstring, snow5tonn WSU lawsuit
WSW newsworthy. meadowsweet ''''SY drowsy, newsy
WTA swallowtail WTE pewter WTH growth WTI bawtie WTO kowtow, blow
torch WTR fewtrils WTS newts WTU blowtube WTY bawty
WUD wud WUL wulfenite WUM swum WUN swung WUI' blowup WUR wurst
WWA willowware WWE yelIowweed WWO glowworm, powwow
WYA wyandotte vVYC wych-hazel WYE lawyer, sawyer WYL wyliecoat WYT wyte
WYV wyvern
WZE blowzed WZI frowzily WZY blowzy, frowzy
XAR taxable XAC exact XAD hexad XAE hexaemeron XAG hexagon. exaggerate
XAH hexahedron XAL exalt XAM examine, example XAN hexane, xanthin
XAP hexapod XAR exarch XAS exasperate XAT taxation, laxative XAZ oxa
zine
XBE wax berry XBI waxbiII XBO oxbow
XCA excavate, boxcar XCE exceed, except XCH exchange XCI excite, excise XCL
exclaim, exclude XCO coxcomb, excommunicate XCR excrete XCU excuse
XDE sexdecillion
XEB xebec XEC execute XED fixed, tuxedo XEG exegesis XEI taraxein XEM
exempt, toxemia XEN xenon, flaxen, oxen XEO praxeology XEQ exequy XER
exercise, boxer XES foxes XEU exeunt XEY oxeye
XFO exfoliate XFU boxful
XGA taxgatherer XGL foxglove
XHA exhale. exhaust XHE oxheart XHI exhibit, ~xhilarated XHO foxhound, exhort
XHU exhume
XIA axial, asphyxiate XIB flexible XIC lexicon, taxicab, toxic XID oxide, taxidermy
XIE anxiety, pixie XIF saxifrage XIG exigent XII taxiing XIL exile, auxiliary
XIM maximum, approximate XIN toxin, boxin?; XIO axiom, anxious, connexion
XII' xiphoid
XIR elixir
XIS exist, axis
XIT exit, bauxite
XIV reflexive
XIW taxiway XIX maxixe
XLE sexless

XLI boxlike

XLY complexly
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XMO sixmo
XNE complexness
XOB hexobiose XOC exocarp XOD exodus XOE exoemyme XOG exogamy XOL
doxology
XOM buxom
XON exonerate. taxonomy, klaxon
XOP saxophone,
exophthalmos
XOR uxorious, inexorable, exorbi(ant
XOS exoskelewn, hexose
XOT exodc, quixotic
XPA expand, taxpayer XPE experience. expense XPI expire, expiate XPL explain
XPO export, expose, expound XPR express XPU expunge, expulsion
XQU exquisite
XSA exsanguine XSC exscind, sixscore XSE exsert, flaxseed XSI exsiccate XST ex
stipulate XSU exsuffiicate XS\V coxswain
XTA extant, oxtail XTB textbook XTE extend, external, sixteen XTH sixth, box
thorn XTI textile, extinct XTL ixtle XTO extoll, sexton, e~tort XTR extra.
extravagant, extract XTS (exts XTU texture, mixture, sextuple XTY sixty
XUA sexual XUB exuberant XUD exude XUL exult XUO Hexuous XUR flexure,
exurbanite, luxury XUS taxus XUV exuviae
XWA paxwax XWE waxweed, maxwell XWI waxwing XWO boxwork, boxwood,
waxwork
XYA oxyacetylene
XYB hydroxybutyric
XYC oxycalciurrt XYE polyoxyethylene
XYF oxyHuoride XYG oxygen XYH oxyhemoglobin XYI taxying XYK hydrox
yketone XYL xylophone, xylene XYM oxymoron XYO oxyopia XYP.oxyphile
XYR deoxyribonucleic XYS paroxysm XYT oxytone XYU oxyuriasis
YAB playable YAC yacht, hyacinth YAD dyadic, bayadere YAE hyaena YAG yagi,
voyage YAH yahoo YAK yak, kayak YAL royal, loyal YAM yam YAN yank.
buoyant, cyanide YAP yap YAR yard, yarn YAS pla}'as, yashmak, eyas YAT
yataghan, caryatid YAU yaupon YAW yawl, yawn, flyaway
YBA sybarite, playback, polybasic YBB dubbuk YBD molybdenum YBE maybe, cy
bernetics YBI playbill YHL flyblown YBO busybody. anybody, ferryboat YBR
hybrid, daybreak YBU ladybug YBY Hyby
YCA sycamore YCE mycelium, lyceum YCH tryptych. polychrome, psychology YCI
calycine
YCL cycle
YCN pycnidium
YCO tycoon, boycott
YCT phlyctena
YCU calyculus, curlycue, namaycush YCY polycyclic
YDA polydactyl, everyday YDD Iyddite YDE fonnaldehyde, hoyden YDI katydid.
polydipsia YDN hydnocarpate YDO daffydownd illy , gipsydom YDR hydrant.
daydream, hydraulic
YEA year, yeast YEB eyebrow YEC eyecup YED employed, guyed YEE employee,
payee YEF eyeful YEG ryegrass, eyeglass YEH eyehole YEI eyeing YEL yell,
yellow YEM polyembryonic YEN yen, hyena, cayenne YEO yeoman YER
lawyer YES yes, yesterday YET yet YEU voyeur YEW yew YEY clayey YEZ
oyez
YFA wayfarer YFE playfellow YFI ladyfinger, jellyfish YFL dayftower YFO hayfork,
playfolk YFR boyfriend YFU playful YFY cockneyfly
YGA polygamy YGD amygdala YGE oxygen YGI hygiene YGL polyglot YGM
pygmy YGN cygnet YGO polygon, easygoing. bygones YGR playground, hy
lSfometer YGU bodyguard YGY syzygy
YHA mayhap
YHE mayhem, polyhedron
YHI polyhiswr
YHO anyhow, keyhole
YHY oxyhydrogen
YIA myiasis YIC pyic YIE yield YIM goyim YIN saying YIP yip YIS boyish
YJA pyjama
YKE tyke YKI ladykin YKN pyknic
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YLA bylaw, waylay YLE style, flyleaf YLF fylfot YLG nylghai YLl cylinder, daylight
YLK phenylketonuria YLL beryllium, syllogism, chlorophyll YLM triphenylme
thane YLO hayloft, pylon YLP sylph YLR hexylresorcinol YLS sibyls YLU
stylus YLV sylvan YLY slyly
YMA playmate, layman YMB cymbal, symbol YME thyme, payment YMI anonymity,
stymie YMK gymkhana YMM symmetry YMN hymn, gymnastic YMO hay
mow, anonymous YMP sympathy, lymph, tympanum YMS antonyms YMU thy
mus YMY synonymy, polymyxin
YNA synagogue, mynah, byname YNC synchronize YND syndrome, syndicate YNE
dyne, busyness, synergy YNG laryngitis YNH mynheer YNI cynic YNK synka
ryon YNO polynomial, cynosure, synonym YNS synsepalous YNT synthetic, syn
tax YNU polynuclear YNX larynx, lynx YNY polygyny
YOA myoatrophy YOB cryobiology YOC myocarditis YOn yodel YOF layoff YOG
yoga, cryogen YOH yohimbine YOI hyoid. botryoid YOK yoke YOL yolk
YOM myoma, cryometer YON yonder, anyone, beyond YOP myopia. bryophyte
YOR mayor YOS myosis, cryoscopy. hyoscyamine YOT coyote, peyote YOU you,
young, your YOV layover YOW yowl YOX polyoxyethylene YOY yoyo YOZ
bryozoan
YPA bypass, flypaper YPE type YPH hyphen, typhoon, glyph YPI typing YPL by
play, anyplace YPN hypn~sis YPO hypochondriac, typography YPP gypped
YPR cypress, byproduct YPS gypsum, gypsy YPT crypt, styptic YPU platypus
YPY stereotypy
YRA hayrack, tyrant, gyrate YRD martyrdom YRE pyre, martyred YRf gyrfalcon
YRH polyrhythmic, pyrheliometer YRI pyrite, syringe, labyrinth YRM myrmidon
YRN byrnie YRO byroad, thyroid, payroll YRP syrphus fly YRR myrrh, pyrrhic
YRS martyrs, satyrs YRT mYJ:tle YRU papyrus, syrop YRY porphyry
YSA trysail, chrysalis YSC bathyscape YSE hayseed, geyser, myself YSF dysfunction
YSG dysgenic YSH monkeyshine YSI physical, analysis YSL dyslogistic YSM
abysmal, paroxysm YSO physostigmine, lysogenic YSP flyspeck, dyspeptic YSS
hyssop, abyss YST tryst, shyster, system YSU honeysuckle YSY polysyllabic
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